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"1 have said that
his resignation as
was
CONSUL BY WOODMEN. X Mosque, bribed the guards, entered wave from Alaska began to move hand
X
for
Vining
Speaker
there was and is
providing
to
adopted
would
world
k
the
peace
a demand for such an
X
At 2:30 o'clock this after-- X the Mosque and after digging on six eastward last Saturday and by last add aleading
new charm to my life. I can- two meetings each month, on the a member of the House of Represenorder, which is
'
his ac- fraternal and insurance. This order
X noon the Modern Woodmen of X nights, spirited away the treasures, night had spread over the lake
con- tatives Calendar committee
region, not imagine to what extremes I might first and third Tuesdays. In this
"T
teaches
of
the
its
tion
six
that
other
X America had elected the follow- in"The whereabouts of which" says an the middle Atlantic states and New go, even to murmuring. 'Now let thv nection, the board of trustors wu3
following
members to think of a
Arabic paper, "none knew expect God England. ' No immediate relief from servant depart in peace, for Tie has structed to make arrangements for members who followed the lead ot
lug territorial officers: Consul,
the responsi-tiilta man assumes when he marX A. J. Whittier of Santa Fe; X and these English."
new quarters, preferably in the new representatives Russel and Landon
the unseasonable cold is In sight.. A seen the Glory of the Lord!" '
X Clerk, D. W. Vinson, Portales, X
It is reported that a syndicate of temperature of 22 degrees at Alpena,
who resigned after notice that they ries and expects, to bring up a fam-"y- Fireman's hall.
Revolution and Ruin.
(
X delegate to the national con-- X English and Americans of which the Mich., was the lowest
He begins to realize the
Hon. I. Sparks, chairman of the would not do so unless Dr. Nye rethis
' Chicago, May 3 In an address bereported
probX vention at Buffalo June 11, A. L. x Duchess of Marlborough,
who was morning. Freezing temperatures were fore the University of Chicago this Board of County Commissioners, as signed. Following Dr. Nye's resigna- lems and the duties of life then and
X Gurley of Clovis.
X Consuelo Vanderbilt, was a member,
tion, Speaker Vining selected an enregistered throughout the upper Misfinanced the expedition.
tirely new calendar committee.
sissippi valley.
(Continued on Page Sevan.)
(Continued on Page Five.)
(Continued on Page Five.)

J. E. Clark, superintendent of
instruction, has returned from Albuquerque and Belen, While in Belen he attended a conference of the
board of education which discussed
matters of interest to the schools of
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PAGE TWO

The Little Store

4
DENVER BREAD

"The Best

I

Know In Every Loaf"

rumored he has been gambling steadWhen 1 cash in and my game's all ily for several months. Las Vegas
Optic.
played,
With the last white chip stacked up
U. S. Marshal Foraker Sued.
and paid:
Don't shove me urder the snug green
Suit was filed in the second judicial district court at Albuquerque by
turf
In the town where I am an office W. P. Yarbrough
United
against
States Marshal C. M. Foraker, asking
serf,
Don't put me down in a dinky pot
$15,000 damages, and charging that
Where they bury 'em several to a lot. on Sept. 13 last, the latter driving an
automobile "collided
and ran into
Xo, ship me back to the hills I knew Yarbrough while he was traveling on
Where I was a man and a good man Central avenue in Albuquerque, and
threw him to the ground, causing sevtoo.
A sort of a king in a vast demesne
eral injuries. Plaintiff alleges that he
Not simply a cog in a human ma-- has been permanently injured and
disfigured and rendered incapable of
chine;
And plant me up on the mountain making a living as a result of the
marshal's "excessive negligence and
side
The complaint
Where the cliffs are high
and the dangerous" driving.
declares that defendant failed to give
view is wide
And the wind blows swift and keen warning by "gong, bell or any means
whatever."
and thin,
When I cash in.
Counting the Mail,
on
When I cash in, though my ears will
Estancia, Torrance county,
be
Monday handled 1,476 pieces of mail
Quite deaf to the wind's shrill min-- ! matter, of which 091 were letters,
596 pieces for the outgoing mail and
strelsy,
And the sounds I love I shall not S80 incoming.
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Based on Medicine

;J.

To eay that a specific exists for the
cure of Consumption is perhaps too
Alstrong a statement, but in Kckman's ha
terative we have a medicine that
been the means of savin? many a life
to years of usefulness, and in permanently curing a large number of Consumptives.
Certainly a person afflicted with a
wasting disease should be well fed with
frewholesome,
nourishing food, but
cause a
quently raw eggs in quantities no
food
digestive breakdown, and athen
nourishes. Agv for milk,
very good
food for many, but a producer of biliousness for some.
Any diet that keeps a Consumptive
well nourished is the right one, but ft
what is going to cure the patient?
Alterative has cured and is curing many a case of Consumption. Let
those speak who know. Here is a specimen: 90 Savannah St., Rochester, N. T.
Gentlemen: "On June 3, 1907, I was
operated upon for Tubercular peritonitis, at St. Mary's Hospital. Rochester,
N. T. After the operation, my physician
hopeless. I was men
urired by a priest to tako Eckman's Al
did.
which
I
My weight at the
terative,
time was 72 lbs. I began to improve and
In
health
and strength.
steadily gained
I now weigh 125 lbs., and am absolutely
cured. Believing I owe It to myself and
others, I make this statement."
EDNA FINZER.
(Signed Affidavit)
Eckman's Alterative cures Bronchitis.
Asthma, Hay Fever; Throat and Lung
Affections. Ask for booklet of cured cases
and write to the Eckman Laboratory,
Philadelphia, Pa., for additional evidence.
For Sale by all leading druggists and
by Zook's Pharmacy In Santa Fe.
Eck-ma-

j

hear,
want to lie where the trail is near,
Albuquerque Elects Teachers.
The election of teachers for the enThat the tr?ad of the old prospector's
of the re SOUTHWEST SHOULD BE
; suing year and the reading
feet
May shake the walls of my last re- port of Superintendent Sterling were
HOG GROWING COUNTRY
the most important matters to claim
treat
And the puncher, humming a, careless the attention of the school board of Odl Time Agriculturist Preferred to
Albuquerque, at its regular meeting
song
Farm in the Saddle but
The present corps of
May stir them too as he rides along; Monday night.
New Deal Has Come.
And even the thud of the miner's teachers remains intact with but few
The
exceptions.
blast
resignations of
McKinney, Texas, May 3 For a
May rock the ground where my bones Misses Blanche Perkins and Eliza- number of years, those who had a
beth Telfer of the First Ward school, broad view of conditions in the south- are cast;
And I shall share in the miner's Miss Edna Wirt and I.IIat iSciith Wirt west have ,been saying to the farm-o- f
ETC
CAKES
CREAM
BREAD,
FRESH
FRESH PIES
PUFFS,
the Third Ward school, and Mis3!r: "Plant more hogs."
But the
quest
And know their luck in my place of Ella Hodgson of the Fourth
Ward armer 0f the southwest is not a hog
e
school, were. accepted, and Misses producer. He has farmed in the
rest
McMillin, J. E. Maycock, Ruby dle for years anli nked it. But the
Whether they lose the game or win,
When I cash in. Rhae, Dolores Huning and Minnie prospects of profit in hog growing
IMPORTED OLIVE OIL
(By Berton Braley, in April Pacific Holzman were elected to fill the va- - wer so evident that the more
thus created.
Monthly.)
grssiv took to it and have met withSUCCSS
perhaps the most successIMMENSE WATER POWER
The Simplest and Most Compact Gasoline Engine Ever
f u- hog armr in Texas is Colonel II.
FLOWING TO WASTE. r.
singleton, of McKinney. To stim
Constructed. Its small but extremely powerful, makes
I,ulate the effort
of hog growing,
Texas Is Utilizing Small Fraction of Colonel
a power pumping plant out of any windmill pump.
Singleton is visiting all parts
It but Could Manufacture
of Texas in a special train instructIts Own Cotton.
Marriage License King V. Phillips
ANY BOY
ing the farmers on how to grow hogs
El Paso, Texas, and Mary L. Freeman,
profitably and is preaching hog gos
CAN RUN
3,
M.
N.
Austin, Texas, May
According pel in no uncertain way. While Tex
Albuquerque,
to
THIS ;
estimates made by the United as raises 3,000,000 hogs annually, a
almost unlimit- - Upw
ENGINE.
Albuquerque Boy Killed in El Paso. Stales government,
r.anf Maori in TViYns nflplcpr- Walter McElvain, 16 years old, ed water power is going to waste in ies comg from outgide the state
who formerly lived at Albuquerque
uic suuiuwest.
ii mis were utilized
We guarantee the Farm Pump Engine with reasonable care with his parents on South Broadway, in running factory machinery,
it
$100 Reward $100.
to run without trouble or bother as long as kept properly was killed in El Paso by an electric would furnish power for the manu-The readers of this paper will be
wire.
lubricated and supplied with clean gasoline.
facturing of the entire cotton crop
of Texas.
Some notion of what this Pleased to learn that there is at least
science
Price $70.00
means can be gathered from the fact one dreaded disease that
Madison, Wis.
Wedding Near Moriarty.
On Monday, eight miles east of that Texas produces
We can furnish any horse power engine required for your
of the has b&n able to cure in all its
Hall's
work. For sale by
Moriarty, Torrance county, Elder J. cotton grown in the United States. Al- stages, and that is Catarrh.
M Tuttle of Estancia,
officiated at ready some effort has been made to Catarrh Cure is the only positive cure
FRANK F. QORMLEY, Santa Fe, N. M. the wedding of Moss Lola Neal and harness the streams for power pur- Catarrh being a constitutional disease,
Mr. Arnold, a young cattleman.
The Guadalupe
poses.
at
New requires a constitutional treatment.
Braunfels
horse Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internal
furbishes 30,000
power and at a number of other iy, acting directly upon the blood and
Wedding at Torreon.
Yesterday at Torreon, Torrance points streams have been dammed mucous surfaces of the system, thereMiss
Perea, and power developed. One of the by destroying the foundation of the
Conception
county,
daughter of Isidoro Perea, and Frank largest dams in the world is that disease, and giving the patient
Kuiz, son of Julia Ruiz, were married. across the Colorado at Austin. This strength by building up the constitui3 so important as a source of power tion and assisting nature in doing
The proprietors have so
that the national government
Must Resume Work on Reservoir.
has its work.
The Las Vegas grant board Mon- prepared an article of 23 pages broad much faith in its curative powers
day, after having heard the remarks ly illustrated with pictures showing that they offer One Hundred Dollars
of F. H. Pierce regarding the Cam-fiel- the commercial importance
of such for any case that it fails to cure.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
company, decided to modify the an effort. The Brazos river offers Send for list of testimonials. Address
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
ALFALFA SEED.
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and package company to proceed with the con- many advantages for water power
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
struction of the big dam according to purposes. The San Miguel, the NueTake Hall's Family Pills for con
the terms of the contract. It was ces, and the Medina all maintain a
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
official notice from the board that How that justifies conservation
for stipation.
the stopping of work had been taken power- - building.
U is understoood
that a number of points in Texas
cognizance of by that body.
Ask Yourselves
manufacturing interests have secured
Dunn Calls It Trachoma.
Phone Black
Phone Black
rights and will begin in the near fuNorthern New Mexico is being ture to harness streams so that the
45
45
swept by an epidemic of sore eyes. power may be utilized. In a number
The disease baffles the doctors as it of places in this country farmers
does not exactly correspond to any have dammed
small streams and
ailment that has existed before. The thus furnished power for lighting
and their homes and driving small maeyes become red and inflamed
there is a discharge of pus with pro- chinery. Such dams as these are not
fuse flow of tears. The disease ap- uncommon in the north and east and
parently is ''catching" and during its it is said that this same system
prevalence the doctors advise ex- of utilizing power will soon be adopt
treme care, especially in regard to ed by many farmers along Texas
the use of roller fowls and wiping the streams.
eyes with the fingers. Las Vegas
GIVE
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BROS. CO.!

Puritan Art Draperies

a

THE NEWEST MATERIALS FOR DECORATING
YOUR HOME

j j j
Vienna Silkoline
Dundee Burlap
Geneva Cloth
Corona Cloth
Dimity Cloth
Carpets
Rugs

Duplex Scrim
Radium Cloth
Duplex Calais
English Taffeta
Denim

,

-

Curtains

j

HI
J

Louis Napoleon
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FOR

Groceries and Delacatessen

HALF A CENTURY

THE

LEADING

DRY

GOODS

P. O. Box 219

HOUSE

IN THE CITY

Phone No. 36

j

EVERY DAY

sad-Ma-

j

(jjpTHE

I

SMj

'

l

1

1

i

fob

one-thir- d
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WHOLESALE

't

&

RETAIL

WE DO NOT CARRY JUST A "SPRINKLING"
OF GARDEN
TOOLS, BUT A GREAT BIG V ARIETY OF SERVICEABLE, GOOD
QUALITY HOES, RAKES, F ORKS TOOLS OF ALL KINDS FOR
THE GARDEN.
THE BEST CARPENTERS C OME TO US FOR. THEIR TOOLS,
BECAUSE THEY KNOW WE KEEP THE BEST.

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

d

.

LEO HERSCH

Lumber and all kinds
of btfilding material

Lump, nut and

Optic.

mine run coal

Phone Red 100
E

THOVUS

Phone Red 100

R

DELGADO, Mgr.

in

I

RIDE IN THE MOON

'aF

Helen Urankr,
Slav girl,
attempted to commit suicide in her
room at the Palace hotel at Raton,
about 4 o'clock Sunday afternoon by
e
drinking the contents of a
vial of carbolic acid mixed with sev
eral ounces of whiskey.
She was
found an hour later in an unconscious
condition lying on the floor of her
room, which was greatly disordered
from her violent raving during her
suffering from the effects of the acid.
There are hopes for her recovery.
two-ounc-

$1,500

We repair and care for all makes
GASOLINE AND SUPPLIES.
SANTA FE GARAGE
Palace Ave.

er, McAllister, who had been em
ployed for some time by Graaf &
Hay ward as a meat cutter, worked
Saturday evening until the usual quit
ting time, tie toiaed up his apron
and laid it on the meat block. Then
he left the store. That was the last
seen of him, although it is reported
that he boarded Santa Fe train No. 8
It is beearly Sunday morning.
lieved McAlister went to Chicago.
His wife and baby are still here. Mra
knows
McAllister, it is understood,
where her husband went on his hasty
McAllister is said to be
journey.
heavily in debt in Las Vegas. It is

MARCH
(

i

V

Zook's Pharmacy
Phone 213

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Screened

RATON
YANKEE!'

Wood
Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal al Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

SaOTl755SH
Telephone

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

try

who does your Cleaning and Pressing,
and those who are best satisfied with
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
their orders in that line will surely
PAZO OINTMKNT is iriii.rftnt.-f.r- t
tr.
nny ease of Itching. Blind, Bleeding or Pro refer you to us. We have built up
truUing Piles in 6 to 14 days or money re- s
work
lunded, 50e.
reputation for doing
in a short time and at a very moderate
We Have Built Up
charge. We are pleased to receive
family trade, and assure you beforehand of complete satisfaction.
101 Washington Ave

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
CAT) C Al C

Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
adRancl.es; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanoIa Yalley with the Very Best of water rights
and one ofthe finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

i

rUIi 3ALL

high-clas-

Modern Residences for Rent.

103

Julius Mur alter F. M. JONES.

Gambling Butcher Disappears.
Where is E. J. McAllister? Numer
ous people would like to know and it
is intimated that the greater number
of these have bills which they would
like to present to the departed butch'

41

30 H. P.

If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican Want Ad.

Or.o More Unfortunate.

YARD ON KICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

-

3oa1

Eugenio Romero
i LUMBER
& COAL YARD

1

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Palace Ave.

TAILOR.
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues

LIVERY STABLE

WOOD'iS HACK LINE
Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets , Both , North South
Bounds Trains.

WE HANDLE LUMBER
In large Quantities and have every
modern facility for furnishing the
very beet rough or dressed
Leaves Barranca on the
Lumbar
of every description.
We are thus Che north bound train and
enabled to make the very beat prices Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than
for Lumber of such high grade.
ay. Good covered hack
We will be pleased to figure on jour
teams.
contracts.
$

Charles W. Dudrow

- WINDS
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any other
and good
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CHA5. CL0S50N

Ifeata
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t

CHAPS

Chapped, red, rough, cracked and inflamed skin is usuallythe result
of exposure to the March winds. ; Such unpleasant conditions may
not be entirely preventable, but they can be made less annoying.
Perhaps we can help you, we have ZOOK'S BENZOIN WITCH HAZEL
and ALMOND CREAM for the use of all wintry skins, and to keep
your complexion perfect in all kinds of weather.

arrival ot
arrives at

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

Zook's Pharmacy
Phone 213

r
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Arnold immediately
notified
For years this has been an eques- Because of the fungi being partially
Barth
that he will be assessed $200,0"0, and
trian center, some of the best riding destroyed by the bleaching it Is prob- that an investigation of his holdings
horses of the country being owned able that bleached oats will carry a
Waiting doesm pay.
will be made.
Barth left the oflice
here, horses of pedigree which have higher moisture content than unIf you neglect the aching back,
And those suffering from diseases
lie is the first of the rich
angry.
taken blue ribbons in horse shows bleached oats with less danger of
of the stomach and intestines.
Urinary troubles, diabetes, sorely
LI
Possi-lnew
EARN
The
deterioration.
of
oats
men
of
the
to
Denver
West.
y
vitality
have
and
his
assessEast
follows.
A physician, surgeon and pharmaue
j
and
is
to
back--achthe
by
ment
increased.
barley
bleaching
impaired
theory
zest in riding
Doan's Kidney Pills relieve
ceutist of the highest standing in Euthat riding is a cure for obesity. One and a heavy bleaching is especially
When Iiarth entered the assessor's
rope, Saiz de Carlos, introduces to the
Preliminary feeding ex-- !
who should be an authority recently harmful.
public the best and safest treatment for
Cure every kidney lit
office, Deputy Assessor Clair J. PitHave
to
Girls
Op said: "Riding exercises every mus- periments with both bleached and
Chicago
the cure of diseases of the stomach and
cher took charge of hi:n.
Santa Fe citizens endorse them.
After the
ThU remedy he has named
intestines.
cle of the body, especially those of natural oats showed that horses ate
Alberto Garcia, Gallsteo St, Santa
portunity at School of
questions
regardini; bonds, stocks.
re- one as readily as the other."
and
hence
and
a
It
deem
waist
stomach,
the
pleas"I
notes
and
N.
bank accounts
promissory
Fe,
M., says:
Mechanic Arts
At the same
Biological Survey of Great Lakes.
duces the waist line.
Barth wrote 'none."
ure to corroborate the public state- He also dis-- j
tamous
home
sir
of
jonn .Murray,
claimed possession of any diamonds,
time it has the advantage
ment 1 gave In' favor ol Doan's Kid
while
in
Chicago expressed I Was Cured by Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's jewelry, gold or silver plate, automo- work in a gymnasium
which is a safe and absolutely harmless
ney Pills about seven years ago,
HORSEBACK RIDING IN FASHION calisthenics,
r
There are amazement at the fact "that the
athletics."
biles or animals.
and
digestive tonic, relieving pain, aiding
He
found them to be an excellent remedy
the!
placed
Compound
Vegetable
digestion, , stimulating appetite, and
value of his musical instruments at!
many delightful rides for the horse- Great Lakes never yet have been suband I have never hesitated to vouch
toning the entire system.
Waurika, Okla. "I had female trou-blc- s $50, clocks and watches at $u and
men and horsewomen in and around jected to batnymetrical, physical and
for their merit when an opportunity Democratic
It is gradual and benign in its effects,
Gang Has Windy Chicago.
for seven ye.ars, was all rundown, household furniture at
and he at least
survey,"
biological
two
lake
For
the
years
shore,
Along
been
presented.
has
Sinn, making
restoring the digestive functions to their
so nervous I the
ana
Financial
never
More
will
be
this
Once
until
is
done.
happy
and
counby
into
from
and
City
backache
the
the
total
parks
I was in bad shape
$li;o.
normal power and health, with ability
through
could not do anyas
The horseback contingent does "There are important economic
"Have you no bank account V ask-- i
to do their work unaided.
try.
Throat,
kidney trouble and when Doan's Kidthing. The doctors
well
reasons
as
physiological
why
treated me for dif- ed Deputy Assessor Pitcher.
not go at a mad gallop not oy any
To the Medical Profession:
ney Pills were brought to my notice,
ferent thiiiRs but
X resolved to
Phvsicianswho have kindly reported to
"I have not,'" replied Iiarth.
it is a very dignified and such a survey should be made," he
try them. They not only
3 Counterfeiting means
May
Chicago,
Tir.oaiz ue Carles the results. lu Kumpe.of
did nie no good. 1
"Wil you make oa'h to that ef- drove away the backache, but regu- nickels at a cost of 25 cents each is conventional proceeding, this riding said. "You have a valuable asset in
w here presort tied, state that in
renK-fit
hi
pot so bad that 1 fee.'."'
cases of chronic rutritts, futraltit and
lated the passages of the kidney se an
Among the women the white fish of the lakes, but you
not
could
in Chicago which the of society folk.
with blorwit),
industry
(combined
sleep
day
do
not
know
are
whether
they
I have
being
s
wear the old
cretions and toned up my entire sys crnvrtlnicnt a&nrat cervie hSS kindlV very few
chronic rntrototeritis. fatral(U. ancnlt,
the bank,
$.jim in
or night. While in
"es.
are the best
what
ulcer in the itomch. jrf
years
1
taken
but
tern When my back he, bothered me ,
condition
have
I
this
must
out.
read
habits; they
pay it
th
immediately
An(JrW Bar
'entery, dyspepsia, bypcrchtorldia, diliuuinnof
of Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's as water rent."
a skirt that for breeding, taeir foods, or anything
to
bifurcated
the
stomai h,
the
skirt,
during the past two and a Ml Jrean. accused
Ac.
well
be
may
glad.
in children, etc., by using no other mediAt, this juncture Assessor
I have at once taken Doan's Kidney
Vegetable
resembles the harem skirt under a of the other details relating to their
Arnold
cine than Stomalli.they have been Kratilied
cording to the testimony of Captain
and
Compound,
at the curative results, diseases ol thirty
Pills and they have never failed to IT. I. Porter, head of the secret ser- - long coat. The man presents no ap- existence."
the
desk.
He
approached
looked at
be can its use and
years' standing yielding to the remedy.
the schedule, which now had been
of the Western rider, but
wrote
Mrs.
to
bring relief."
advice.
pearance
Pinkham
In
for
half
a
an
and
hour
For S'lle by aU brugqnU.
it
required
vice,
a short time I bad gained my average signed and sworn to.
E. roiiGERA S CO., Agents, li. S., tew Yariu
For sale by all druggists. Price 50 of time t0 mak three lead nickels. uses the English seat and wears the
"Mr. Barth, is it not true that you
weight and am now strong and well."
cents. Foster-Milbur- n
MINES AND MINING
Co., Buffalo, At this rate ach nickel would have short coat, high trousers and jockey
Mrs. Sallie Stkvkxs, K. F.D., Xo. have $100,000 invested in New
When the sun is
York
New York, sole agents for the United j cost a quartr, yet, he either had boots of England.
Box
S,
31, Waurika, Okla.
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is disjointed,
C0Untry
Receiver Otero went to the Hagen b a jealous husband who mistook you
es concerned.
Quite generally, th Tne amazing spectacle is presented university unless given a special precourse. Of course, the pubowners of large herds have been con- -' of tne tanks in the east bursting with paratory
coal fields and through the Tijeras fot another man and you have eslic schools do not exist to train pucanon to Albuquerque, where he met caped without a scratch because the
tent to submit to the regulations of money ani the business of the people
for
entrance examinations Jo col- his
the forest service under which graz- - jn Vry state depressed. Men ask pils but
attorney, A. B. Renehan. They bullet was stopped by your pocket
thus far, they have not re- iscussed
leges
matters of the road and re Bible, given to you by your mother.
ing licenses on the reserved public the reason an(j wonder why it is so ceived an equivalent
for that old turned here last
You're mighty lucky, it seems to me."
lands are issued upon payment of WDn jn truth the reason seems plain
night.
which enabled a high school
'
Yes, but I have no stunt of any
schedule charges, and it is probable enough. The financial system of the training,
to pass in Latin, Greek and highkind, so there's no chance for me to
that the great majority of such stock lan(1 ls no system at all. It is what pupil
er mathematics at the age of fifteen
take advantage of the advertising I've
men are in favor of such regulations mjgnt be expected as the result of and that
without having lost any of
got I can't go into vaudeville."
and find advantage in tneir ooser- - tne panning cf inferior men posees-- the fun or recreation
that
rightfully
vance.
sed of large fortunes who have no should be the
MONEY AND METALS.
heritage of every child.
In the Light case it appears that higher motive behind them than to
New York, May 3. Call money 2 VI
Merely Obeying Orders.
"1-Mr. Light Lad a small ranch in the get the largest possible interest on
per cent; Prime mercantile paper
"Daughter, did I not see you sitting
THE AMERICAN BOY SCOUTS.
per cent; Mexican dollars 45; on that young man's lap when I passed
vicinity of the Holy Cross Reserva- their money.
The impetus which has been given
the parlor door last evening?"
"The welfare of the country was the Boy Scouts movement should be Amalgamated Q3
Sugar.. 118
tion, and that lading from the ranch
"Yes, and it was very embarrassing.
Rather the gratifying to those who long hava Atchison 1101-2- ; Great Northern, pfd.
into the public lands now comprising never in their thoughts.
I wish you had not told me to."
Norththe reservation were many long used thought has always been: How much realized that somewhere between the 128; New York Central 107
"Good heavens! I never told yon to
cattle trails, which cattle belonging 0f the annual savings of the country school and the home there is needed ern Pacific 1251-4- ; Reading 1571-1do anything of the kind!"
Pacific
Union
Facific
Southern
116;
to the ranch had instinctively follow- - can we draw to ourselves?
a special influence if the boys are to
"You did. You told me that If he
9; Steel 761-4- ;
pfd. 1191-2- .
ed for years in seeking grass and
..Eastern paprs and magazines be given their best chance.
!
New York, May 3. Lead dull 440 attempted to get sentimental I must
water. Mr. Light refused to acknow-- are ml2d with advertisements of
The boy may learn manners and
sit on him."
450; Standard copper dull; Spot 11
ledge the federal regulations and loan conlpani;s offering bonds for morals at home; he may acquire the
Silver
took the stand that the United States gale and B0iemniy averring that the Rs at school; but how is he to learn 60(811.70: July 11.6511.75;
14
was quite as amenable to the fence lbonds will certainly pay from five per to put these tools to their best use,
Considering the Price of Hats.
St. Louis, May 3. Spelter steady
law of Colorado as any private citi-- ; TOnt upward. They are selling those unless some system is devised by
The Parson And you say your wife
5.30. .
an injunction bondg on commission.
zen.
Consequently,
Wnen they which he may learn what the com
was thinking of the women's hats all
GRAIN, PORK, LARD, RIBS.
suit was instituted by the United take them it lg on a contract to sell munity means, and his duties toward
the time she was In church. v '
111.,'
3.
Wheat
July
May
Chicago,
States and placed in exclusive charge tnem on a commission of from o to the community?
The Deacon I'm afraid She was,
..
Sept. 871-2- .
The Boy Scouts movement appears 88
v. ... f
of Ernest Knaebel, the special assist- 10 per cent. If they can sell $100,-00- 0
parson.
Corn July
Sept. 53.
That
ant to the attorney general.
"I'm sorry. Her mind should be on
of such bonds in a day and draw to have solved this problem; and the
Oats July 32l-8- ;
Sept.
prosecuted and de- down $4,000 in commission, that fact that the movement has grown
suit, vigorously
higher things."
Pork July 14.921-2- ;
fended before Federal Judge Lewis, means, at the same rate, more than from a village experiment in England,
"Great guns, parson! , Are there any
8.121-2- .
8.021-2- ;
Lard
Sept.
July
higher things than women's hats?"
resulted, early in 1909, in a final de- $1,200,000 a year and they are out where it w(as put into effect by Gen.
7.97
7.95
Ribs
Sept YonkerB Statesman.
July
to an almost world
cree of the circuit court in favor of nothing but office rent, lights and uaoen-i'oweiSome of the cattle clerk hire. But present a legitimate wide movement, finding many of its 7.S7
the government.
WOOL MARKET.
interests were very much stirred up business proposition
to them and most enthusiastic exponents in the
St. Louis, Mo., May 3. Wool un
At the Battle of Waterloo.
United
indicates
even
the
States,
legislaand
pretty
that
clearly
decision,
some
by
they will reject it, unless it is
that it is just the plan which teachers changed; territory and western medi
Napoleon was waiting anxiously for
ture of the state, in view of the pos- tremendous
promising
enterprise
and parents and guardians have long ums 1517; fine mediums 1315; Grouchy.
sible scope of the doctrine involved, most unusual returns."
fine 1112.
"He has the key to the situation!'
been seeking.
if applied to streams and power sites
LIVESTOCK.
muttered the great commander.
The boy is merely a species of bird
as well as grazing lands, passed an AN INJUSTICE TO NEW MEXICO.
Chicago, May 3. Cattle Receipts
But he was wrong for once. There
in a cage, so long as he is at home or
act, May 2, 1909, "In regard to PubUnder the apportionment bill that in school. He must try his wings un- 18,000. Market, weak; Beeves $5
Wasn't any key. It was a time lock
lic Lands," etc., which provides:
the Democrats of the House seek to der proper guidance, out in the open, 6.10; Texas steers $4.605.50; west that held the situation, and Grouchy
(1). The Attorney General is here- inflict on the country, New Mexico if he is to be something better than a ern steers $4.805.65; stockers- - and had set it wrong.
by authorized and directed to investi- will have only one representative in stranger, when he enters the world feeders $4 5.45 : cows and hsifers
gate the acts of the Federal Govern- the lower house of Congress, for the where his life work is to be done.
$2.405.60; calves $45.75;
THE QUESTION.
ment in regard to the public lands next ten years, the ratio of represenMarket
Hoes
Receipts 25,000.
The Boy Scouts are simply learning
5 cents lower.
of the United States located in the tation having been fixed at such how to live
to
weak
$5.70
Lighf
develnormally, and so
State of Colorado, and in regard to figures that New Mexico and Idaho, op themselves, before they are com 6.15; mixed $5.7O6.05; heavy $5.50
the waters of said state; to insti- especially, because they are naturally pelled to adopt the more or less ab 5.95; rough $5.555.70;
good to
choice heavy $5.705.95; pigs $5.50
tute such suit or suits as he may Republican, will be deprived of their normal tasks o civilization.
deem necessary in the name and on just representation.
6; bulk of sales $5.856.
A difference of
And perhaps who knows? they
behalf ofthe State of Colorado, to less than 1,000 in population, would may succeed
Sheep
Receipts 20,000. Market
in time in making the
western
Native $34.60;
determine whether or not the Fed- have given New Mexico a second rep- treadmills a little more normal, as a steady.
$4.405.40
eral Government is encroaching upon resentative, and an increase of less result of their increased
yearlings
$3.254.60;
happiness lambs $4.256.10; western $4.656.25.
or ursurping the rights and powers than 3,000 people would have entitled and
opportunity.
Kansas City, May 3. Cattle Re
of this state to the detriment of the Idaho to have another Congressman.
ceipts 4,000. Market steady. Native
interests of the people, or in any Considering that New Mexico and
There is only one equitable way to steers $5.206.1O:
southern steers
way, by its acts in this state, vio- Idaho, are, according to the census assess real estate in the
City of San- $4.255.60; southern cows and heiflate either the laws or the Constitu- figures, two of the most rapidly grow ta Fe.
That is for the assessor, ers
native cowes and heiftion of the United States."
ing states in the Union, the injustice the board of county commissioners ers $3.254.75;
and feeders $4.75
stockers
$36;
Also (2). "The Attorney General i3 still more palpable.
It is hoped and perhaps a committee of the 5.75;
bulls $3.755; calves $46.50;
and
tak'!
to
H..
W.
Andrews
authorized
that
also
and
is
the Chamber of Commerce, to take the western steers
appear
Delegate
$4.505.80; western
part on behalf of this state, in the Pennsylvania delegation will see to plat of the survey of the city jusl cows $3.255.
prosecution or defense of any private it that New Mexico is not deprived of completed, and mark the front foot
Market
Hogs
Receipts 14,000.
suit or criminal case now pending or its just representation. Even at pres value of land in each city block. In weak to 5 cents lower. Bulk of sales
whereto
the
of
this
work
the some blocks, for instance, the own $5.805.95; heavy $5.805.90; packhereafter begun in
ent,
Stat",
attending
in any of the questions above men- various and manifold wants of a con- ers noia it at ?so a tront foot, in ers and butchers $5.805.35;
light
tioned may, in his opinion, be pro- stituency of 327,000 inhabitants, is others at $10, and in still others at $5.90 6.
more
and
should
than
be
and
determined,
imposed upon $5 or even less, while in the heart
perly presented
'
Sheep
Receipts 6,000. 'Market
0for said purposes the Attorney Gen- one person, but with the rapid growtn of the business district, it runs up to strong. Muttons $3.504.30; lambs
eral is hereby authorized to employ of the next ten years, this task will $100 a front foot. Then the Improve- $4.805.90; fed wethers and yearlings
Mazle Why, Argyl, papa wouldn't
on behalf of the state special counsel be too formidable to be done well. ment on these lots must be appraised $3.755; fed western ewes $3.504.10. raise his hand to a
young man.
to aid him in the performance of "the A shift of a few hundred in the unit In the past few years some sixty mod
Argyl Does he feel the same way
to
incur of representation would not increase ern houses have been erected and
duties hereby imposed, and
The New Mexican Rlnnng com- about his feet?
for and on behalf of the State such the membership of the House except these should be grouped together and
has prepared civil and criminal
pany
expense as may be necessary, for the by one vote, that of a second Con- compared.
It may be right to assess dockets especially for the use of JusNew
for
aforesaid."
Cupid Explains.
gressman
Mexico, and a a house Just completed that cost $10 tices of the
purposes
peace. They are especialCupid shot a spinster once,
The third section of the act ap shift of a few thousand would in- 000 at $700, but then it is not
to ly ruled, with printed headings, in
right
And folks thought It queer.
propriated $20,000 for the carrying crease it by two votes, those of ad- assess another modern house built either Spanish or
Until he said in explanation;
made ot
"I took her for a dear.
out of its purposes and provided that ditional Congressmen from Idaho and several years ago at a cost of $2,500 good record paper,English,
and durstrongly
conNew
be
and
under the
"the fund shall
Mexico,
therefore, the ar- at $1,200.
and
back
with
leather
ably bound,
trol and direction of the Attorney gument that the House is too unAn Ingenious Explanation.
covers and canvas sides, hall full
General."
wieldy on account of its large memThe agricultural statistics
for index In tront and the fees of justice!
"Why do you scream when you
It thus appears that the recently bership could hardly have any weight Washington, made public today, by of the peace and constables printed a mouse?"
decided case, while it is of immense in this instance, for one Congress- the Census Bureau, give a good idea In full on the flrst page. The pages
"Because of my humane disposi
inches. These books art tion," replied
Miss Cayenne,
importance, may be far from cover- man more or less would make no of the wonderful progress and growth are 10
ing the wide field of controversy be- difference to the National assembly of that far northwestern state. The made up in civil and criminal dockets, scream so as to give the mouse
tween the state and federal govern but to New Mexico it would make a .value of farms and buildings is given separate of 33 pages each, or with chance to run away before I fall on
ments which Colorado has opened up vital difference indeed.
at $570,000,000, or ten times the total both civil and criminal bound in one it and destroy it.'
to the courts.
assessed valuation of New Mexico. book, 80 pages civil and 820 pages
It was the Chamber of Commerce This is an increase of 419 per cent criminal. To introduce them they are
Wrong License.
of Columbus, Ohio, that started the over ten years ago.
The total im offered at the following prices
PLENTY TO DO FOR COURTS.
2.?E
The Stranger Are you quite sW
Cavil or Criminal
bombthat
the
threw
is
probe,
bribery
proved acreage
given at 6,354,000
During the constitutional conven
Combined Civil and Crlnrin.--J .. 4.00 that that was a marriage license you
tion, it was asserted that the judges shell into the Ohio legislature this acres, and the number of improved
For 45 cents additional for a single gave me last month?"
Whenever New
provided for the new state would not week. Local manufacturers and mer- farms at 55,744.
The Official Of course! What's the
docket, or 65 cents additional for
become
chants
had
a
Mexico
with
such
makes
do.
to
on
and
disgusted
Yet,
have enough
showing,
Monday,
combination docket, they will be sent matter?
the
demands
that
it
repeated
corrupt
will, within the next two decades,
district courts opened at Taos,
The Stranger--Wel- l,
I've lived
by mail or prepaid express. Cash In
and at other points and in each legislators made upon their purses its population will be a million an full
order. Stats dot's life ever since. The Sketch.
must
accompany
case, the dockets are so heavy with and were determined to end that sort its wealth a billion dollars.
plainly whether, English or Spanish
A large fund
that of crooked business.
criminal and civil business,
printed heading it traateo.
was
but
of
instead
raised,
court funds are not sufficiently large
greasing
isew Mexico has a law that pro
Wisdom of the Wise.
to admit of its disposition. Says the already oily Solons with it, they used hibits the establishment of a saloon
Is there anything else In this world
"What," queried the youth, "is the
it to pay detectives who set the traps in a community of less than 100 in that is of more importance to you
(Roswell Daily Record:
best way to praise a woman?"
Food must be
"Territorial court opens Monday into which some twenty legislators habitants, but Pennsylvania, which is than good digestion?
"By speaking ill of her rival,' an- walked
calmness
with
that
that regarded as the wettest spot in the eaten to sustain life and must be rwered
and the session has promise of being
the home grown philosopher,
one of the longest in local history. comes only to crooks who have an United States, ic about to adopt
digested and converted into blood,
The docket is now tacavy enough to idea that no one dares to punish law limiting the number of saloons When the digestion fails the whole
, Modernism.
to one for every thousand inhabitants body suffers.
Chamberlain's Tab
run the term to July 1. The condition them.
Critic My dear, lost fancy havThe
cure
"and
reliable
a
a
limit
in
is
are
lets
fund
rational
intent
will
court
county.
of the
Pennsylvania
probably
portrait painted in your oar.
Uncle Sam will inaugurate a
upon giving the policy of regulation for Indigestion. 1 They Increase the ing yourmotor
Jury trials to the criminal cases, ex
car goes out of fashion
a
Why,
on
the sale of headache a test, to show that the cry that reg flow of bile, purify the blood, strenghtwarfare
oept In such suits as the parties make
ta a single year!
a deposit for payment of a jury. The powders, because ten persons died j ulation does not regulate is as en the stomach, and tone up the di
Whiskey wroundless as the cry that Prohibi- gestive apparatus to a naturat and
grand Jury in the territorial court is last year from their use.
No Immediate Danger.
For sale by all
returnable Monday sad the petit Jury kills Its tens of thousands each year! tion does not prohibit,
healthy condition.
I
-rrssnd-TO- asi
expect Kr.
dealers.
, veaponds a week iron Monday. Tne but It lsa revenue yielder. For money
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R. J. PALEN, fttsHett,
1

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

COMPANY

THE

J. B. READ, Cashier,
F. McKANE, Assistant Castler.

A. HUOHES, VkfrJVwIdett

OF SANTA FE.
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN
NEW MEXICO.

ESTABLISHED IN 1870.

- $15&G00
Capital Stock
and
Undivided
80.000
Profit Surplus
Transact a general tanking business In all Its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks In all markets for its customers. Bays and sells domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer cf
money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms st
are given by any money transroiting agency public ot privste.
Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate cf four per cent
per annum, on six months' or years' ticne. Liberal advances
made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank
executes ail orders of its patrons in the banking line, and aims
to extend to tnem as liberal treatment in all respects, as Is
consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking.
Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the public la
respectfully solicited.
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THE

PALACE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN

pROP,

of the Best Hotels in the West

One

ROOMS IN SUITE WITH PRIVATE BATH

Cuisine and
Table Service

MARKETJfEPORT

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

Unexcelled

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

4

;

124126

j

TELEPHONE

AMERICAN OR
EUROPEAN PLAN

BLACK

ATTRACTIVE DINING
kOOM-Go- od
Service.

COURTEOUS TREATMENT

'

521-8l--

88

HANDSOME ROOMS

i

I

Two Blocks From Depot
One Block West ot Capitol

Capital Hotel

Montezuma Ave.

Proprietor, Mrs.

L. C. KENNEDY.

Santa Fe, N. M

315-83--

.

i,

-

Ros-we-

MONTEZUMA HOTELS
RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE S IDEAL

COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.

Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
Booms en suite with private bath an i phone.
'V

t

FINE SAMPLE ROOM.

THOS. DORAN

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM, FINE CUISINE

RATES

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY

Proprietor.

'

C0RGNADQ HOTEL
ONE OF THE BEST

SlORT

ORDER

RESTAURANTS

IN THE CITY

CUISINE AND TABLE SERVICE GOOD
LOCATED IN THE CENTRAL PART OF CITY
HOT AND COLD BATHS.
ELECTRIC LIGHTS

Every Room

a Good

One.

6. LUPE HERRERA, Prop.

SOFT DRINKS

RATES EOot
per day i

11,00

Telephone Re4 35 and
your enters delivered.

Ik folkTULf are ugzested to tke thirsty as seaettikg cmI

mi tar8f

GINGER ALE, WILD CUERKY, LEMON SODA, UtONBXEW

x x :
Genuine Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE

UitUa nadefrea

SANU

FIZZ,

COCO COLA,

FE BOTTLING

WORKS

luierea waier

Proprietor.

Santa Fe Plumbing House
Corner Water & Galisteo Sis.

Phone Black

109.

Plumbing, Heating
and Repairing
-:-

-:

Wells Fargo & Go. Expre&s

i

-

-

ftoyrnnwnt-jni'tp-

'-

"'

-

drr

General Express Forwarders
to
All Parts of The World

.-

:.-

SflVP MnflPV

nd Inconvenlenca by Purchasing Wells

mUllty Far0 Domestic Money Orderf,

Traveler.'

Checks and Foreljra Money Orders

Payable

TkroDgaont

U.

S., Canada, Mexico

aid
-

RERUTTANCCS SENT BY TELE03APH

all Forelfo
Conatries

;
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UNITED STATES BANK

&

TRUST CO.

CAPITAL 850,000.00
Does a General Banking

Business

The wk'bration is to be eoui!ed with
meet and
a territorial automobile
a convention ot the commercial duos
and boards of trade, it is probable
SPECIAL ATTENTION
also, that the monument which is to
mark the end of the Santa Fe Trail
will be dedicated at the same time.
I
The city authorities and the local an- - KemarKBDiy low inures given on
Willow
tomobi'.e club will be asked to
fancy feathers, and a line
erate in the celebration and President of flowers of high grade for 10
Cartwright was direc ted to appoint days. Call and be convinced.
la committee of five citizens to take!
in charge the Fourth of July celebraA.
tion preparation without any delay.

LADIES

PERSONAL MENTION
Henry Krick was a business visitor
in Estancia Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A Macy of Amis-tad- ,

Summer Dresses

W

are at the Palace.
a salesman from
FOR
Louisville, is at the Montezuma.
A. Mennett, sr., the well known
Of
salesman is here from Las Vegas. Ho
Your Patronage Solicited
is at the Palace.
MISS
MUGLER
Colonel George W. Prichard has
k
gone to Carrizozo, Lincoln county,
'
Th Publicity committee was dir
H. F. STEPHENS. Cashier,
. B. LAUGHLIN, President
to attend district court.
New Line
IN. E. GRIFFIN, Asst. Cashier
T. B. Hornby and J. D. Miller of jecieu io nav priuieu in
BIG BAZAAR IS ON
the Valley Ranch are in the city, w" lne Durau ol immigrauuu,
AT LIBRARY HALL.
pampniet oi santa e, tne scope
They are at the Montezuma hotel.
Linen Crash Suits
wmcn 18 10
$8.00 & $12.00
Iu"y mscussea ana:
Attorney A. B. Renehau has
me next meeting oi Large Throng Attended It Last Night
at
ueciuea
upon
Albu-i
to
Jt
visit
a
from
business
turned
Munsons Sun and Tubproof
j
in-Supper Will Be Served From
querque and went to Taos to attend the board. The pamphlet is to
100
a
elude
of
list
5
to
8
m.
typical,
Gingham Dresses
$5.00 up
questions
p.
Today.
district court.
Mrs. S. C. Nutter of Albuquerqua. and answers compiled from letters
Dresses
House
$1.50 up
,
Supper from 5 to 8 p. m.
president of the New Mexico W. C. T. received a ml answered by the secre-U.to $2.00
75c
.
tary.
Dressing
Sacques
local
with
conferred
temperance
That is the "topic of the hour" for
Boiler)
mute a number of other routine those who wish to help the ladies of
workers yesterday.
Short Silk Kimonas
$3.50
before the Guadaluie Church at their bazaar
Dri and Mrs. Standley G. Small have' matters were discussed
Kimonas
Silk
A
for
Long
$5.00
on:board
adjourned.
campaign
which is heid in Library Hail.
moved into the Otero residence
is to be begun soon, as
The supper will show
Kimonas
Lincoln avenue, where Dr. Small will
delicious
to
Crepe
Long
$1.65
$2.50
u is 1elt ttlat Very businessman, in home
also have his office.
cooking and as there will be
etc. Renting)
Kaki Walking Skirts
$2.00
(City Property-RanchJohn T. Kelly of the city staff of ,fact vry citizen, ought to be a mem- - many separate tables, it is just the
ot
ur
Chamber
of
the
Commerce.
is
in
the
Albuouernue
the
Herald,
city
Tan Linen Walking Skirts
opportunity for you bachelors as well
$3.00
and was a caller on several officials
as ye married folks to seize.
While
Skirts
6REAT
A
PEACE
Rep
MAKER.
$2.50
TAFT,
at the capital this morning.
The bazaar was formally opened
W. L. Brainard, an insurance man
a fancy work sale and j
with
yesterday
(Continued From Page One.)
from Albuquerque and formerly with
a large throng
The
attended it.
a correspondence school, left today
booths looked very pretty under the
Baron
d'Estournelles de
for the southern part of the territory. evening
glow of myriads of electric lights and
Agnes C. Laut, the authoress, stant said:
the walls of the spacious room were
who is gathering material for several
"At present the sky is comparative-storiegaily decorated with bunting. It was
'
on places of interest
near ly clear.
A few years ago,.. on the nil nttrnntivo Cr4)n4 Qfwl
tfiArA was a
'
.
Santa Fe, New Mexico
here, will leave tomorrow for the Je-- other hand, everything was going to sta(iy dmand for the faney work
Offices 119 San Francisco
:
:
mez forest. '
; ..
the dogs
People who claimed to;and for otner things that were sold,
miumreu iumulu uijuu il as jb; i(. cream an(j cab. as weii as
juayara uutting, son oi uooeri rui- ton Cutting of New York city, who an uAioi.1 auu win go on insisting
tn inlonade bootns were much fre- WE SET THE PACE
is visiting his cousin Bronson Cutting iiiui uermuiiy is on me iook out, ior queuted especially by the younger
the
first
at his home on Buena Vista Loma,
opportunity of making war get
Germany s victory was
will return east the latter part of the on trance.
One of the pleasing
incidents of
a deceptive victory, we are told; both
week.
countries
which
keep up arguments
"Former Governor Miguel A. Otero
C
ould
Children particularly
came to the city last night from Santa compel all other Powers to follow
brings with it a desire for the outdoor life.
VAaiuiire aixu uvx: IU a Diam Ul Chances are sold on
re Ou UUS1UIJSS CUIlllCCieU WllU tue
in our CHILDREN SULKIES
these center-enjoy the pleasures of spring and they can
Albuquerque railroad of which he is insecurity which can have no end but pieces which
must
have taken
which are light, durable and just suited to give the babes an outing.
revolution
ruin.
and
This is perfect-H- t
receiver. He was accompanied
by
muuuis io maiie.
McGibbon.
K.
Albuquerque ly true, but how would another
Call to see them, please, and also take a peep at our Library Tables,
There are many attractions at the
tory for Germany, admitting such a bazaar but
Chairs, Rockers, and a vast assortment of rugs, all just received.
they have to be seen to be
be
t0
result
a
certainty, produce any appreciated and those in
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Casias accom-- i
charge of
different
War is no longer the fete will
result?
panied by three children drove from
of
It leads their friends. appreciate the visit
Taos county to Santa Fe, arriving here tlie solution of a problem.
AKERS-WAGN- ER
FURNITURE CO.
to
but
and
exnothing
commencement
reprisals
aiways
today to attend the
The proceeds of the fair are to esercises tonight of the Allison mission has to be begun all over again! These tablish a nucleus fund to build a rec&
EXPERT EMBALMERS
school of which Mrs. Casias is ajtrmns are very universally
K
tory near Guadalupe Church.
A NEW BREAKFAST FOOD
Germany is no more inclined
Mr. Casias said they had an nized.
4
than
France
them.
in
The
their wagon. They
jo dispute
agreeable trip
Corral Indisposed.
two governments will not embark
A
left Taos Monday.
Food
A
Wholesome
3.
Vice PresiParis, France, May
Crisp
State Deputy Consul in New (Mexico
upon a policy opposed dent Corral of Mexico has
his
delayed
W. H. Dwyer of the Modern Woodmen to their duty, to their interest, and
READYTOEAT
K
departure for Berlin owing to an inof America, was taken ill yesterday to a national land universal sentidisposition due to the fatigue of trav-- !
K
box
of
out
the
into
Kookt-Otto
the
e
food
is
a
ment.
be'poured
and was unable to attend the opening
crisp, flaky
j
eling.
dish and eaten for breakfast without cooking, but is much bettsr
"The real danger lies in the rivalof the Woodmen's convention at the
If
than other flaked foods could possibly be.
court house this morning. He hopes ry, antagonism .and incompatibility
Knokt-Otis far more nourishing and wholesome, the flavor is more
to be out. this, evening, however. Mr. between Germany and England. From
x
delightful.
.
Dwyer'a home is in Colorado Springs. the German point of view, England
All of us know that oats is the world's standard for real nourlsh-men- t
& PURITY" J
He is accompanied by Mrs. Dwyer.
is the only danger cloud, and vice ; "DUALITY
x
' K. M.
and Kookt-Ot- e
represents the best form of oats that has ever
Chapman of the New Mexico versa.
The development of German
'4
f
been
x
Museum has received a
produced.
telegram commerce is a peril to British infrom Burlington, Iowa, that Dr. Edgar terests and
places on England's
x
Try a Package
L. Hewett will arrive here early next shoulders
a burden of naval and
week. He is at St. Louis today. Dr. military expenditures which is steadx
has been in Guatamala, and ily becoming heavier and more unSanta Fe Abstract, Realty & Insurance Agency. Hewett
x
spent some time in New York on his popular.
The end of it will be, we
archaeorest
of
The
the
home.
are
way
told, that England will staiie
x
,' Room N6. 8, Capital City Bank Building
logical party is still in Guatamala.
everything on a sinfle cast of the
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Phone Black No, 52,
x
C. C Murray, receiver of the N. M. dice and, rather than go on
living in
C, W. S. Hopewell, vice president a state of unbearable uneasiness she
x
:
and H. A. Comer general manager will take
advantage of the present
of the same road, and J. R. Farwell, superiority of her
navy and seize the
i
engineer of the Albuquerque Eastern, firBt opportunity to attack Germany
4
.
were In Estancia Sunday. They stop-!antn .
brin
1
"c"
""s .
EnSland does not actually look for
Z
,
uvci iuc jaiu.B auu iuuuua uuusc as war, she is ready for it or
THE THINGS THAT WILL BE MOST WORN THIS YEAR
resigned
well as look into some business mat- to
and .should some unseen event
it;
ters, after which they continued their occur, such as the one that
journey southward. Estancia News. Russia and Great Britain into brought
PONGEES AND POULARDS
conflict
some years ago in the North Sea, beFOURTH OK JULY CELEBRATION. tween
the British and German fleets,
Also for youi
it would be impossible to avoid a
In Pongees we have the Silk, Cotton and Mercerized.
.(Continued from Page one.)
and the British guns
conflagration
Waists and Qowns, we have
a member of a committee appointed would go off 'spontaneously.'"
LINENS, MADRAS, LAWNS, BATISTE, REPS, SILKS &
to' investigate the feasibility? of a
EVERYTHING
FIRST
COMMENCEMENT
wagon road from Santa Fe to Farm- OF THE YEAR.
You
Could
Possible
Desire. See Our Stock.
at
ington, reported
length, declaring
BROS.
WITH THE ARRIVAL OF SPRING ZEPHYRS, LOW CUT SHOES
tie road to be entirely feasible and
Mission Schools Will
ARE IN GREAT DEMAND
explaining the arrangements that had Presbyterian
DRUGGISTS
This Evening Have Closing
been
Rio
San
made
Juan
with,
and
It has been said that "it is a fit feat to fit feet" but this feat is accom
Exercises.
Arriba counties to push road'
This evening the closing exercises
Phone Red 161 :: West Side Plaza
oiished at our store. Call and see the sprinr stock
;
Mr. Sparks went into the
details' of the trip up the , Chama, of the Mary E. James and Allison
JOHN PFLUEGER.
over the Divide down the Largo Can Mission Schools will take placs in the
of the latter on Grant
on. He described in glowing colors assembly hall
Avenue. The following will be the
the marvelous
scenery along the urogram :
route, the' undeveloped resources, '.he
is here
He is known and sold the
Come down and look at him in our window.
brilliant prospects of the country Song Springtime
Prtmorv flraiao CARRIAGE & CAR PAINTING
a
a
traversed, and the enthusiasm and Declamation Save the
:
A new line mediumiprice
world over for $2.50.
Boys.B. Otsro
public spiritedness of the people of Declamation, What Kind of a
SIGN WRITING
ROCK CRYSTAL CUT GLASS
Boy . . .
For Hire at
Buggies and
San Juan county. He declared that
Mariano Casias.
v'
Horses
Saddle
Prices
& Water
Glasses
Water Pitchers etc
New
sec'
and
Wine
Mexico,'
Popular
Champarne,
especially this
School
Song Fairy Dance
First Class Work Guaranteed
deon
eve
the
of
is
tremendous
tion,'
THEODORE
CORRICK,
CORRICK'S HACK LINE
Good Night Papa . . . .
Declamation
Prop.
:
Francisco
He spoke
velopment and growth.
Reliable
.
Julia Narvalz.
Street
the
of
and
readiness Declamation, Some
efficiency
highly
Things I would
of the Good Roads Commission
to
like to know.. .. j. Pedro Martinez PAUL P. LACASSAGNE
help in every, good roads proposition. Essay Ruth
309 San Francisco
...Marie Barela
Territorial Engineer Charles D. Mil
Presentation of Diploma.
:
Street
ler complimented Santa Fe county
Awarding of Gold Medal.
and Its board of county commissionFar
Song
Away South.. ..School. 18S&3SXSSSXXXXXXXXX
$1500
$100
ers on the vim and interest in the
roads
movement.
to
In
good
reply
a Query, by President Cartwright, Mr.
WE ARE NOW READY TO
The La Joya Land & Irrigation Company owns 45,000 acres of land in Sparks replied that he will urge his
Ihe Rio Grande Valley in Rio Arriba County. It wishes to raise 120,000 to colleagues to have the county build
construct a high line ditch on Its own property; and to distribute this a good road to the ciift dwellings, as
(Old Sparks Ranch)
loan, it Issues bonds of $100 and $1,000, payable in 3 years, with Inter- soon as the road north to Santa Cruz
and south to' Stanley is completed,
est coupons, at 8 per cent. ;
PRICES-AS- K
FOR THEM
INTRODUCTORY
Open May 15th for the Fishing Season
Fourth of July.
This is a solid Home Investment, secured by first mortgage on the
e
will
Fe
as
as
a
Santa
have an
safe
entire property,
Best of Food
Best of Beds
government bond, and drawing heavy interest.
CARDS AND NOVELTIES
'
the
i you buy now, you get the coupon for the whole six months Interest Fourth of July celebration, if
Cold Pure Spring Water
x
from Jan. 1. Issued at par.
plans of the Chamber of Commerce
No Invalids,
$15 a Week
are realized. N. Salmon pointed out
Apply to L. BRADFORD PRINCE, Santa Fe.
of
the desirability
Company
having such a eel
Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Ghost, Willow and Bear Creeks
ebration in order to attract here the
Write Pecos
people from surrounding country.
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NEW MEXICO POLITICS AND POLITICIANS

WEST:
Capital Fight Is On.
Tucson is now threatening to make
... .
tim 41me uuu-o-r
a tight against! T.,
of being the capital of the
of Arizona, and if that enter
prising Tucson bunch gets into the
fight there will be something doing
that wil be calculated to keep the
Phoenix bunch from feeling lonesome. El Paso Times.

USE THE

new-stat- e

PIOGRANDB

N

...

SHORTEST LINE TO

Denver,f:CoIofado Springs and IPueblo
TICKETS AND RERERVATIONS AT
BUILDING

MEXICAN

NEW

OR I UNION .DEPOT
,

before the Territorial Supreme Court
OfPce: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fe, N. M

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
ATTORNEYS AT LAW

j

HOLT & SUTHERLAND

Attorneys
Practice in tje Distri t Court as
PAUL. A. F. WALTER
well as before the Supreme Court of
Attorney-at-Lathe territory.
Mexlce
New
Santa Fe,
New Mexico.
Las Cruces,

.......

WILLIAM McKEAN

PROBERT & COMPANY

Attorney-at-La-

Mining

and Land

Law.

Investments

Lai ds, Mines, Bonds &. Stocks.
Money Loaned for Investors
We have for sale general stocks of
C. W. G. WAF.D
Retail Lumber Yard
Merchandise,
Territorial District Attorn y
and other Business Opportunities
For San Miguel and Mora Counties throughout Taos county.
New Mexico.
Las Vegas,'
Bank References Furnished
- - - - New Mexico.
Taos,
Chas. R. Easley.
Chas. F. Easley.
EASLEY & EASLEY.
DR. C. M. RILEY,
' ,
Attorneys at Law.
Veterinary
Physician and Surgeon.
before
and
courts
Practice in the
Graduate of McKillep's
Veterinary
Land Department.
College of Chicago.
Land grants and titles examined.
Work of All Kinds Solicited.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office EstanDentistry a Specialty
M.
N.
cia,
Office: Chas. Closson's Barn.
Day Phone Black 9.
E. C. ABBOTT
"Jlght Phone, Main 184.
Attorney-at-LaSi
and
District
Practice in the
Herewith are some bargains offered
Prompt and careful
nreme Courts.
comby the New Mexican Printing
attention given to all business.
of
of
Civil
the
Procedure
Mexico
Code
New
pany:
Santa Fe.
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
HARRY D. MOULTON
bound, $1; paper bound. 75c. Missouri
Code
Pleading forms. $6: Missouri
$6; the two for $10,
Pleadings,
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
Attorney-at-Laof New Mexico, 1889, 1901 and 1903,
English and Spanish pamphlets, $2.25;
Flexible
Sheriff's
full leather S3.
M.
N.
Santa Fe,
Cover Pock-- t Dockets, single, $1.25;
New
two or more books. SI each.
G. L. O.
t '
, Formerly Special Agent,
Court Reports, Nos
Supreme
"
Com
3 and 10 inclusive, $3.30 each.
t
j
pilation Corporation Lavs, 70 c. Compilation Mining Laws, "0 c Money's
Attorney and Counsellor t Law
of New Msxico Reports, full
Court
Digest
District
the
.UK
Practice in all
'T' 9d Sivea special attention to cases sheep. $6.50; full list school blanks.
Taos,

f.,!;.-i"-

v..
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Mexico.

He is Calloused.
Mr. Fergusson may learn in a few
days what our old time adage means
"Out of the frying pan into the Are.'
If the house committee on territories
resented his telegram to Burkhart
stating that "statehood was impossible unless the constitution was
amended," and he excused himself by
saying, "he referred not to the House
but the Senate, what do you suppose
the Senate committee will say when
the whole thing is "shifted" on them?
-- Raton
Range.

flock. The Idaho
pullets averaged the irrigated sections about Mission,
more than 20 eggs each the last 30 Texas, shipped watermelons in car
Palace.
days. Eugene W. Sims, a resident of load lots on the 20th of May. This
for was said to have been the earliest
W. M. Erwin, Clovis; A. E. Eubank, Sandpoint, also claims a record
olorado Springs; L. E. Alldridge, his flock of 21 hens, which laid 42S shipment ever made from any point
is or the united States. This year how
Itoy; S. li. Burton, Albuquerque; J. eggs in March. Poultry raising
D. Todd, Las Cruces; C. A.
Starr, rapidly becoming an important in- ever, the growers about Mission exFort dustry in northern Idaho and eastern pect to lower the record of last year
kewood; A. G. Dickerman,
Washington and other parts of the five or ten days.
L.
Fred
A.
Gurley, Clovis;
Sumner;
where the output
Bush, Hagerman; J. W. Haven, Inland Empire,
adTO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Lake Arthur; I. D. H. Reed, Artesia; amounted to $9,000,000 in 1910, in
Connections made with Automobile
A. Mennet, Las Vegas; W. H. Brown, dition to which it is estimated that
more than $8,000,000 was paid for line at Vaughn for Roswell, dally.
City; A. E. Alldridge, Roy; W. E.
in Min- Automobile leaves Vaughn for RosL. T.
Tucumcari;
Jackson, poultry and eggs produced
Indiana and well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives af RosMontoya; Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Macy, nesota, Iowa, Illinois,
other states in the central west. One well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Amistad; A. J. May, Estancia; F. H.
hundred and fifty cars, or 1,800,000 Roswell for
T.
The
Vaughn at 6 p. m.
Kelly,
Donahue, Tucumcari; John
of eggs, were imported into fare between Santa F and Torrance
j dozens
Albuquerque; Ralph Bliss, St. Louis;
the
to
last
supply
year
Spokane
Is $5.80 and between Torrance and
C. D. Davis, May Turner, S.
Frank- market demands of the district, the Roswell $10. Reserve seats on autolin, El Paso; H. C. Cotten, Denver;
at
of which is estimated
mobile by wire. J. W. Sfockard.
Frank Thompson, Kingman; M. L. population
Las 625,000.
Kahn, Pueblo; J. W. Montague,
MRS, VEST FELT LIKE CRYING
Vegas.
COTULLA IS THE
Montezuma.
Walacle, Va., Dec. 28. Mrs. Mary
OF
SOUTH.
FORD
ROCKY
S. E. Alldridge, Roy; J. E. Clark,
Vest, of this place, "I hadn't been
Dr. Casner,
and at last
Webb, First
City; Thomas
very well fotf three
Shipments of Canteloupes and I was taken bad. Iyears,
could not stand
City; V. A. Branden, La Jara, Colo.;
to Market to
Watermelons
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Page, Melrose; J.
on my feet, I had such pains. I ached
Begin Early in May.
W. Montagne, Las Vegas; W. S. Met- Cotulla. May 3. Cotulla, in La- - all over. I felt like crying all the
on my trying
calt, Hope; J. D. H. Reed, SArtesia; Salle
county, Texas, is rapidly becom- time. Mother insisted
Fred J. Bush, Hagerman; J. W. Hav
feel
Now
Cardul.
I
and do
well,
canon
of
account
the
oi
quality
ing,
en, Lake Arthur; T. u. Hornby, J. F.
Ford of nearly all my housework." No medthe
Rocky
grown,
taloupes
Miller, Valley Ranch; Ike Green- - the south. Three years ago the first icine for weak and ailing women, has
baum, Louisville; H. A. Somerfield,
were made in the culti- been so successful as Cardui. It goes
Cincinnati; O. P. Coleman, Raton; E. experiments
of cantaloupes, with the re- to the spot, relieving pain and dis
vation
F. Thee, Des Moines; G. C. Johnson
up
womanlj
sult that the product was equal in tress, and building
Clayton; F. O. Losey, Albuquerque;
will surely
a
that
in
way
s
strength
to
the
M. L. Kahn, Pueblo; M. Schott, New every particular
Colorado variety. From small patch- please you. Only try it once.
York; H. Reich, Denver.
has
es in gardens, the business
Coronado,
grown to many fields of 25 to 40 acres
Burt
Irving Kemmeter, Milwaukee;
or more, the bottom lands in the Nue
Frederick, San Ildefonso; V. D. Ew-- ces
valley being specially adapted to
mg, City; R. R. Peachen, Albuquer
the production of this melon. It i3
;
que; T. J. Mace, Fred Russell,
estimated now that 75 to 100 car
J. A. Smith, Socorro;
Bert loads will be shipped to northern
Cleyce, City.
points this season, the first ship
ments beginning early in May.
CAUGHT CHINESE PHEASANT
Water Melons Too.
IN
LOCOMOTIVE.
Mission, Texas, May 3. Last year
Cog-shel- l,
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FOLEY'S
HONEY-T- AR
FOR ALL COUGHS Ar'D COLD8

For bronchitis, hoarseness and
Especially
recommended for children and
delicate persons. No opiates. A
medicine, not a narcotic. The
Bee Hive on the carton ia the
mark of the genuine. Refuse
substitutes.
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What Are Laws For?
A saloon man in Las Vegas has
been sentenced to jail for violating
the Sunday closing law. Judge Rob
erts says that all persons convicted
before him will be given jail sentences and that they will not be re
mitted. Looks like he means business. Cimarron News.

Armistice Is On. '
The Civil War raging :n northern
Raton
New Mexico between The
Range on one side and the Albuquerque Journal shows no signs of an ar
mistice.
War has also started iu
Taos county between the Questa Gazette and the Taos News. If normal
conditions are not. soon restored the
militia will have to be called out.
Cimarron News.
Bergter is a Prohibitionist, Too.
We would be pleased to see Valen
cia county placed in the same position with regard to the cultivation of
the Mission Grape it occupied twenty-fivyears ago. We hope our native
American citizens will look to this
question and revive the pleasant and
profitable industry or grape culture.
Grape culture of "ye" old times" in
Valencia county is filled with ro
mance dear to the heart of the old
residents. Belen Tribune.
e

APRIL WAS CLOUDY
AND RATHER

DRY,

Not a Single Killing Frost Occurred
During Month at Santa Fe, Says
Weather Bureau.
There was one day without .;. sunshine during April according to the
V. S. Weather bureau in this city,
and there were four days with a
hundred per cent, while the average
for the month was 68 per cent, which
is rather low in a city used to sunshine records that have gone as high
It is
as 98 per cent for a month.
remarkable, also, that not a killing
frost was recorded during the month
The highest tempera
; at Santa Fe.
ture, recorded was 68 degrees on
April 23 and the lowest 27 degrees on,
The greatest daily range
April 13.
was :!T degrees on April 1 and the
'
least 8 degrees on April 8.
mean
The
atmospheric pressure
was 29.85; the highest 30.31 on April
April
15, and the lowest 29.48 on

Mr. Otto Paul, Milwaukee,
Wis.
says Foley's Honey and Tar is still
more tnan the best. He writes us,
"All those that bought it think it is
the best for coughs and colds they
ever had and I think it is still more
than the best. Our baby had a bad
cold and it cured him in one day.
Please accept .thanks." Sold by all 12.
The precipitation
'
druggists.
..--

lor' tbe

Become Dazzled by Headlight
And Plunged Into Engineer
in the Cab.

Ellensburg Wash., May 3. While
driving a passenger train at a
clip ovr the Northern
Pacific line from Ellensburg, Wash.,
to Spokane the other night, J. M. Cal- laraan, a locomotive engineer, cap
tured a
Chinese pheasant,
which flew into the open cab and
plumped against the back of his head.
Gallaman was in the act of tying the
string in his shoe when the gaudy
bird, bewildered by the light of the
cab from the stoke hole, landed on
him and rolled to the floor. The bird
was not injured
and
Gallaman
brought it to Spokane.
Pheasants
have been protected in the state of
Washington for ' several years and
tney are multiplying rapidly, espe
cially in me eastern and
central
parts ot the commonwealth.
The
state law prohibits killing the birds,
but there is nothing in the code to
prevent Gallaman from making a pet
oi the one he captured.
He has giv
en tne pneasant a sunny corner in
his room at a local hotel and has ar
ranged with the maid to feed and wa
ter it curing nis absence from the
city.

I

must rule" in Arizona, but "The people must not rule in New Mexico."
AH of which tends to increase the
contempt of the average citizen for
the average politician. Arizona Re-

Small Politicians.
Strong opposition to the approval
oi New Mexico's constitution comes
from the statesmen at Washington
who contend that Arizona's constituwithout
tion ought to be approved
question.
These statesmen, including Senahave contor Owen of Oklahoma,
stantly urged for several months that
outsiders have no right to object to
the Arizona constitution, that it is
purely a question for the people here
to decide: and that, having decided
iii favor of a constitution which suits
them, they ought to have statehood
immediately.
These same statesmen, including
Senator Owen, insist that New Mex
ice ought not to be admitted until
there are some changes in the con.
stitution proposed for that state. The
people of New Mexico ratified their
constitution by a majority of 1S.000,
laid
but according to the doctrine
down by Owen and his associates the
verdict should count for nothing at

tickling in the throat.

to

may thereby make a little bigger profit. Ingredients printed on wrapper.

Hotel Arrivals.

Washington because the Owen crowd
don't like the constitution as framed.
According

'

Such a man should use Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical
Discovery. It cures diseases of the stomach and other
organs of digestion and nutrition. It enriches the blood,
invigorates the liver, strengthens the kidneys, nourishes
thfi nerves, and so GIVES HEALTH 21XD STRENGTH TO
THE WHOLE BODY.
You can't afford to accept a secret nostrum as a substitute tor this nonalcoholic medicine of known composition, not even though the urgent dealer,

3

-

--

all .over. No man can be
strong who is suffering from weak stomach with its
consequent indigestion, or from some other disease
of the stomach and its associated organs, which impairs digestion and nutrition. For when the stomach
is weak or diseased there is a loss of the nutrition
contained in food, which is the source of all physical
strength. When a man "doesn't feel just right,"
when be doesn't sleep well, has an uncomfortable
feeling in the stomach after eating, is languid, nervous, irritable and despond.
ent, he is losing the nutrition needed to make strength.

Two days were cloudy, 15 partly
cloudy and 13 clear, and on eight
days .01 or more of an inch or more
of precipitation was recorded. Three
tliunder-stormand the
occurred
mean relative humidity at 6 p. m. was
The maximum tem
per cent.
perature of the month was 58.9 degrees and the mean minimum 35.3 de
grees.
for
is
it
blood
a
also
a
that
needs
tonic
needs
Any system
purifier,
the weakened and impure condition of the circulation that is responsible

for the run-dostate of health.
We have only to recognize the
of pure, rich blood in preserving health, to realize the danger
importance
6 35
of a weakened or impure circulation.
The great majority of persons
6 27
6 17
!
nre rapidly coming to understand the importance of preventing disease;
00
0
94
Ar. ....Ute Park, N.M
pm
they know that a poorly nourished system cannot resist germs and
pm
microbes, and that a tonic which purifies and enriches the blood will
often ward off a serious spell of illness later on.
lOonnects ac Oolfax with E. P. & S. W. Ry, train both Jfortr
SStage for Van Hooter N, M. meets trains at Preston S.i M.I
That Spring is the most trying season on the health is a fact well
M ., at 9:00 a. ra, daily except
Stage leaves lite Parle. V, M for Kllzabethtown, 'N.
known to every one. It is the time of year when our constitutions are
uu one way J3.50 round trip; fifty pound bagjaae carried free.
fc
Fare
imdsys.
for the souta at 11:11 p. m. arrives from the required to stand the greatest strain, and unless the system receives
n. & 8. train leaves Des Mcines, N,
the proper amount of blood nutriment the health is bound to be affected.
th at 4,38 a. m,
The general bodily weakness, tired, worn-ofeeling, fickle appetite,
F. M WILLIAM,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
C, G. DEDMAN,
etc., come directly as a result of weak, watery blood.
digestion,
poor
G. P. Aaent,
V. P. & G. M.,
If you need a tonic, you need a medicine that has real blood puriSuperintendent.
fying properties. A great many so called tonics are mere nerve stimulants, often producing instantaneous exhilarating effect, but acting
vith decided injury on the system.
If your system is weak and rundown you can only tone it up by supplying an increased amount of
'"!ood nutriment, and this can come only through pure, rich blood.
ASK
TICKETS
Any tonic which does not purify the blood is dangerous, because it leaves
YOUR FREIGHT
,;ie impurities in the circulation to constantly prey upon the health.
S. S. S. is the greatest of all tonics because it is the Greatest of all
To ei Paso, Bisbee, Douglas.
iood purifiers ; and it is the one medicine you can rely on to supply
Mexan
New
and
points ia
ie system with the best tonic
ico, Arizona, Mexico and to tbe Pacific Coast, via NEW
r octs and at the same time thor-..hi- y
FEELS BETTER IN EVERY V.rAY
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
The
purify the blood.
I keep
S. S. S. is a good medicii:'.-e of S. S. S. at this time may
ve you from a long spell of it in the house all the while. It is nn
excellent tonic to
strength tr t'.ie
,kness, and it will certainly pre-tr- e system ami lone give
to ail the physical
EAST
THE
of
for
the
the
strain
It
members.
you
long
gives nppslite ar.il
one fejl btttvr in
.: Summer.
Many people have energy and makes
every way. 1 have found it also an
;ut olf using a tonic until the systexcellent blood
Fur months
em became so weakened it could I was troubled purifier.
OR
s'.vin
with an
BEST
tot resist disease, and have paid
eruption on the face, ar.il
many
:'or the neglect later on with a specialists and many remedies 1" net
butS. S. S. is the only medicine
pell of fever, malaria, or some aenre,seemed
to relieve.
am novf tree y
WEST
ROUTE
uher debilitating sickness. S.S.S. that
1 think a great deal
of this eruption.
lM.liM-- no- if
l
s Nature's ideal tonic and blood
nf wnrr
ourifier. It does not contain a the best blood niirifier and Umic known !
to the world todav.
article of mineral in any form,
MRS. FRANK. IIORNKli.
nor does it contain any of the
I0.1O East Seventh St., Canton, O,
For rates and full information address
deleterious nerve stimulants that
are used in so many medicines
F- p- EUGENE FOX, El Paso Texas.
called tonics. S. S. S. tones up the stomach and digestion, rids one of
the tired, worn-ofeeling, improves the appetite and digestion, av-- ;n
every way contributes to the upbuilding and strengthening ci :b
S. S. S. is absolutely safe for persons of any pge, an
entire system.
all who are in need of a touic will find this medicine exactly suited t
their needs.
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A strong man is strong
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No Man is Stronger
Than His Stomach
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was .48 of an inch; the greatest prefor any 24 ' consecutive
cipitation
hours was .37 of an inch on April
Since New Year mere is an excess over the average of .57 of an
inch and an excess of temperature of
204
degrees.
The total wind movement was
miles, mostly from the southwest.
The average hourly velocity was 9.7
miles; the maximum velocity, 45
miles from the southeast on April
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'Cascarets' Best
for Biliousness
The Millions of Cascaret Users Never
Know the Misery of Headache,
Coated Tongue or Sick

Stomach.

You know when you need Cascarets.
You feel a certain dullness and de
pression perhaps tne approacn ot a
headache. You say, "I am bilious and
I must take something tonight." But
why do you waste the day? It is
easy to keep at your best at all times
if you'll do it. The way is to carry a
box of Cascarets with you. Take one
just as soon as you need it. . Then
the clouds rise at once.
The need for Cascarets is a natural
need. Don't think that you are drug
ging yourself. We must get a laxa
tive some way. If we don't get it
through exercise and through proper
food, we must get it otherwise. Cas
carets are the next best way.
Ask your doctor about it. He will
tell you that the day of the violent
purgatives, such as calomel, pills,
salts, castor oil and cathartics, is past
This is the day of the gentle in medk
cine, the natural, the pleasant. Cas
carets- act just as certain foods ac- tjust as exercise acts on the bowelson the liver. Get a 10 cents box and
take one now.

Come to

Santa Fe
Modern Woodmen
of
America

Convention
Santa Fe, N. M., May 3rd, 1911.
For this occasion the Santa Fe will
sell tickets from all points in New
Mexico to Santa Fe and return at one
fare for the round trip.
and
d

one-thir-

Dates of sale, April 30th, May 1st
Return limit, May 5th, 1911.

and 2nd.

H. S. LUTZ,

Agent.

Santa Fe, N.M.

Laid 2,436 Eggs Last Four Months
Averaging Twenty Each the Last
Thirty Days.

CALIFORNIA
EXCURSIONS J

Sandpoint, Idaho, May 3. Twenty
four eight months' old Plymouth Rock
pullets, owned by George E. Peters,
of Sandpoint, Idaho, produced
2,436
eggs the last four months, thereby
eclipsing the record made in New
York, where a prize of $5,000 was
awarded recently to the owner of a
HOW CHRONIC

May,

COUGHS

Are Being Cured by Vinol An Ac
count of One Case.
New Haven, Conn. "I waa troub
led with a most persistent chronic
cough for a long time and had tried
so many remedies and persrriptions
without benefit that I was discouraged. I was persuaded by my f'iends
to try Vinol.
I must say that I had
little confidence, but I made up my
mind to give it a fair trial.
Befor
I had finished my first bottle of Vi
nol I have commenced to notice an
improvement in my generel condition.
After taking the second bottle,
my cough left me and I must stty I
never felt better in my life all due
to the use of Vinol.
I can also rec- commend Vinol to anyone In a run
down condition as the best possible
(Name furnished on re
remedy."

SAN FRANCISCO,

SAN DIEGO,
LOS ANGELES,

OAKLAND,

May,

12, 13, 14,

12, 13, 14,

$50.90

$49.15
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.,
One way

via Portland or Seattle, May,

12, 13, 14, 29, 30, & 31

$68.35
Return Limit, July 31st,

1911

"SANTA FE ALL THE WAY"

For Particulars Call on, or Address,
H.

Santa

S.

LUTZ,

Afcnt.

Fe, N. M.

ROSWELL AUTO CO., ROSWELL, N. M.

quest)

Carrying the U. S. mall and pasIs the combined action of the
between Vaughn, N. M., and
sengers
medical elements of the coda livers
g
end Roswell, N. M., connecting with the
aided by the
strength-creatinproperties of tonic El Pan & Southwestern and Rook Is
iron which makes Vinol so siflcient land Railroads and the Atchison, To- in curing chronic coughs, colas and peka ft Santa Fe Railroad.
Leaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. m., ' arbronchitis at the same time build
In Roswell at 2:00 p. m.
rive
ing up the weakened, rundown sys
Leaves Roaweu at 12:80 a. m ar
tem.
Try a bcttle of Vinol with the un- rive In Vaughn at "6:30 p. m.
derstanding that your money will be
returned If it doea ; not help you,
1
Capital. Pharmacy.

It

blood-makin-

g

-

to
Baggage allowance 100 lbs.
each ' regular ticket, exoeaa baggage
at the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
We are equipped to carry any kind
of trunks or baggage, up to 1,500 lbs.
Special rates are given for excursions, for eight or more passengers.
For further information, write the
Rnnwoll Antn fin Rnewull

MM

J W. STOCK AR D, Manageb

.
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WOODMEN'S FIRST CAMP OPENS.
(Continued

From Page One.)

!

Foley Kidney Pills
- QUICK IN RESULTS
Give prompt relief from BACKACHE,

TONIC IN ACTION

jgmLAYERS

COUNTRY-BRE-

Moat of Diamond Heroes Born
Towns Barely on Map Collins
Comes From Millerton, N. Y.

NOTED JOCKEY DROPS RACING

ONE OF THE ATHLETIC STARS.

D

In

when in an order of this kind his
13
KIDNEY and BLADDER TROUBLE,
duty to provide for that family
Star ball players, as a rule, are born
before
set
and
forcibly
frequently
RHEUMATISM, CONGESTION of the In the hamlets, not the big cities.
for
him. I say this is a good thing
KIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION
of the Philadelphia fans are singing the
him and for his family.
BLADDER and all annoying URINARY praises of Eddie Collins, John Coombs,
It Will Grow.
Chlpf Rpndpr Prank Ftakwr nnrl (hp
"I feel it my duty to state candidly IRREGULARITIES.
A positive boon to j rest of the Athletic tribe.
Practically
here
that I think from the delegation
tDe Present Quaker
heroes
MIDDLE AGED and ELD E RL Y ' none
of pre-t..... eAn. i,
a
(
a
body
.j
have
i
that
you
present
nan
in
uidi
uiv;
ifuicv
iu
ua;
iigut,
PEOPLE
for
and
WOMEN.
(Laughter.)
few
and
good looking men.
made
trytheir
Philly,
very
H.
M.
Little
Beatty,
Rock, Ark.,
Thi3 is a good sign. One of the du- says. "For two years I have been out in the large burgs.
ties of these men, I understand will troubled with severe kidney trouble.
It's Indeed rather interesting to look
be to elect a delegate to the national The pains across my back and over up the dope on the men who took part
In the recent big series between the
convention which meets in Buffalo. I my hips were so bad that
they almost Cubs
and the Athletics, in which the
believe, however, that this order is meant, death rn rno nf fimpfl
liaprl
bound to grow and grow rap'dly. 1 several well known kidney remedies entlre baseball world was vitally
note the places of their
believe that at the next convention
gave me no relief until 1 used crested, and
when will it be held?
Pernaps not one player on
Foley Kidney Pills, and these I can blrJhor Philadelphia
the ,ch,ca
"Three years hence."
A voice:
uuthfully recommend as they have flther
"Yes, three years hence, you will made me sound and well." Sold by team came In for more attention than
Eddie Collins.
Now, Eddie Is a real
have several delegates instead of one. all druggists.
:
highbrow, being a graduate of Colum
I make this declaration judging of
the way New Mitico is growing. 7 tee on credentials and listening to re- bia university, and to look at him one
would never guess that he first saw
am sure thi3 order will grow with ports of this committee.
the light of day in Millerton, N. Y.
state
new
and
the
with
the territory,
Many Delegates Here.
Just where Millerton is located is
in
the
grow more rapidly than it has
The trains since night before last rather a difficult
question to answer,
past.
have been bringing in delegates to but It suffices to say that it is someGrowth.
the territorial convention of Modern where in New York. No doubt it will
Territory's
"My friends, this territory has vast Woodmen of America, which conven
now become famous as the home of
resources and it ia developing them ed at the Court House in this city at Eddie Collins.
at a rapid rate. There are new 10 o'clock this forenoon. There is
Jack Coombs, who did heavy hurlwells, new lands, fruit is being culti- in attendance a full quota of delegates ing for the Athletics, is now listed in
vated as never before, the mines in and alternates numbering almost 50. the city directory of Kennebuck, Me.,
Colfax and Grant counties are being The visitors were given a hearty re- If that burg is furtnuate enough to
developed, and the Mogollon country ception by the reception committee boast of such a luxury.
It is genis forging ahead. Shallow wells are and representative Woodmen of the erally supposed that Jawn is a real
s
local lodge. They are comfortably Maine Stater, but such is far from
doing great work, especially in
and Deming.
lodged at local hotels which are giv being the case, as Le Grande, la.,
"With all this development I think ing the Woodmen every comfort. The claims Mr. Coombs as its favorite son.
that every man who is a good wood- - visiting delegates conferred the de- It's hard to say which is the worst
A true grees at the class adoption last even- place, Kennebunk or Le Grande.
It's
men will also get ahead.
a cinch both are lonesome enough on
Woodman is not afraid of work and ing at 8 o'clock.
a stormy winter night.
In Fine Shape.
he will have the grit to try to get
King Cole, who practically kept the
Reports from all over the territory
ahead, and there seems no reason
show the order to be in fine shape Chicago Cubs in the running last sumwhy he should not.
and Woodcraft has surely become an mer, first jumped into fame as the
New Mexico Is 0. K.
important factor in the territory, at star pitcher of the Bay City (Mich.)
course
Of
"New Mexico is all right.
team, but Bay City is a long ways
testing to the loyalty of its devotees from
Cole's native heath.
you occasionally hear a man saying and
Mr. Cole
admin
credit
the
upon
reflecting
was born in Toledo, not the hustling
he came out here to make money istration of
and
the
compeworthy
Ohio burg of that name, but a wide
many years ago and now finds him- tent State
W. H. Dwyer who
self without enough money to get is numberedDeputy
spot in the road in the wilds of Iowa.
among the visitors.
When any one asks Cole where he was
That is a joke.
away. (Laughter).
The forecast as to the state officers
born he hastily replies: "Toledo," and
That is an old joke, too, and about is still
ev
is
uncertain, though there
then shifts the conversation.
He is
joke of
the age of that other
idence of much activity among the
but strong for the Iowa part
anything
the man who said he had spent 20
aspirants for offices to be filled at. of his debutting place.
years in the territory, 10 of them this
meeting of the head camp.
Cy Morgan of the Athletics
really
at
for
trains
Lamy. (Shouts
waiting
e
looks like a
a
is
This Lamy story
of laughter.)
specimen of the genus homo, yet the
real joke; ask Mr. Lutz down there,
family Bible has it that Cy first hit
if it is not so. (Mr. Lutz, agent of
this good old earth at Pomeroy, Pa.
and
a
Woodman
is
the Santa Fe, who
For the benefit of those who do not
STANDING
OF
THE
TEAMS
who sat in a front row in the hall,
blushed as the subject of Lamy and
National League.
Santa Fe trains was discussed, rew. L. Pet.
San
membering no doubt the fate of
3
.813
.. . .13
ta Fe train No. 10 many days each Philadelphia
9
5
New York
.643
month.)
CIS
5
8
Pittsburg ...
Welcome to Santa Fe.
6
.600
9
Chicago
4
.400
6
"As you are all, or nearly all from Cincinnati
3
.300
7
the territory, it ill becomes me to St. Louis
.294
5
12
welcome you to the territory in Boston
4
.267
11
which you already reside. But I can Brooklyn
welcome you to Santa Fe, its capital;
Santa Fe which has 333 years to its
American League.
credit; Santa Fe, which has such
W. L. Pet.
wonderful
and interesting sights, Detroit
2
.882
15
8
which should
.615
5
jesidents of New York
New Mexcio just as much as tourists Washington
7
7
.500
from the East. You will find in this Chicago
7
7
.500
8
7
.467
city a noble lot of men and many Boston
You Philadelphia
beautiful women (applause.)
8
6
.429
will find that Santa. Fe is a great res- Cleveland
11
6
.353
idence city and a place well worth St. Louis
.250
4
12
visiting. Now, gentlemen, I conclude
Western League.
my talk to you knowing that Mr.
W. L. Pet
Sparks, the chairman of the board of
3
.727
county commissioners and former Omaha ...
6
2
.750
mayor of this city, will welcome you Wichita
3
Sioux City
7
.700
in behalf of Santa Fe county."
4
5
.556
Cheers greeted the governor as he Lincoln
5
5
.500
St Joseph
took his seat.
5
.444
Denver
Mr. Sparks Speaks.
3
7
.300
Former Mayor Sparks, chairman of Topeka
1
.091
10
the board of county commissioners Des Moines
then welcomed the delegates on beWHERE THEY PLAY TODAY
half of Santa Fe county saying: "It
is with great delight that I bid you
National League.
welcome to our country. My friends,
Boston at Philadelphia.
Modern
of
Woodmen
of
the
delegates
New York at Brooklyn.
the World
St. Louis at Pittsburg.
A Voice: "America!"
Cincinnati at Chicago.
Mr. Sparks: "Yes, of America, we
feel we are all neighbors. We live
American League.
now in a territory and elbow to elbow
Chicago at Cleveland.
we are working to see that territory
Detroit at St. Louis.
soon made a state (Applause). If we
Washington at Boston.
do get the desired boon of statehood
Philadelphia at New York.
we are sure that the world at large
Eddie Collins.
the past.
. will respect us more than in
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
I have a great respect for your order.
know, that's not Pomeroy where they
More important than the fraternal
make' the grape.
National League.
feature of this order is the protection
Frank Chance and Orvis Overall of
6; Boston 5.
Philadelphia
that is given the individual, the family.
the Cubs are two native' sons of Cali
New York 5; Brooklyn 4.
This protection means education, it
fornia who swear by the land of sunmeans giving the children a start in
shine and flowers and other things.
American League.
the great battle of life and to give this
One would hardly think, however, that
3; Boston 0.
Washington
two such fine athletes would hail from
start is the plain duty of the parent.
Detroit 7; St. Louis 1.
Assessments must be made on a line
Fresno and Visalia, respectively. They
New York 2; Philadelphia 1.
to sustain the order for insurance rate
refuse to take the blame for the ocAmerican Association.
currence.
cannot supply protection beneath its
Indianapolis 1; Milwaukee 4.
From the way Frank Baker plays
cost."
Toledo 4; Kansas City 5.
baseball you would never think that
Mr. Sparks was warmly applauded
Columbus ,7; Minneapolis 4.
he started in life with a heavy handi
as he concluded. He was followed by
Louisville 13; St. Paul 7. .
cap, such as being born in Trappe,
H. F. Stephens, a prominent member
Western League.
Md.
The town council ought to do
of the order who said:
Denver 0; Topeka 13.
nice for Frank for putting
something
Mr. Stephens' Address.
St. Joseph 4 ; Omaha 2.
on the map.
hamlet
A few other
the
"I took such an active part in the
Sioux City 11; .Des Moines 4.
stars, like Topsy Hartsel, was born In
initiation ceremonies last night that I
Coast League.
the great
Miner
Wellington, O.;
feel that I need say little here for Portland
2; Vernon 0.
Brown at Rosedale, Ind.; the renownhave
you
heard me speak enough. You San Francisco 6; Los Angeles 3.
ed Chief Bender at Brainard, Minn.;
have been reminded by Governor Mills
Sacramento 2, Oakland 5.
the clever Jimmy Sheckard at Coand by County Commissioner Sparks
Southern League.
lumbia, Pa.; Frank Sculte at Coshocwhat a good looking body of men you
Atlanta 2; Memphis 1. Second game ton, N. Y., and Jimmy Dygert at that
are (Laughter).
Now I want to say
seven innings, Atlanta 1; Memphis dear old TJtlca.
that all I can add is you will always 2. y,
find a good looking, husky prosperous
Nashville 3; Chattanooga 0.
Dolan to Coaoh.
body of men whenever you find the
First game: Montgomery ?; Mobile
was announced at Portland, Ore,
It
assemble.
neighbors (The Woodmen)
4. Second game Montgomery 1; Mo
the other day that Sam Dolan of Port
(Applause.)
bile 3. Called at end of fifth on ac land, for four years star tackle on the
Discussing the insurance of the or count of darkness.
Notre Dame university football team
der Mr. Stephens declared that if it
(Birmingham 6; New Orleans 7.
and for two years
tackle,
had been such a great success it was
has been chosen head coach at Mi
because the order had selected "men
TT.
DEPARTMENT
AGRIOTTIj alma mater. Dolan worked last yeai
of good common, practical sense who TiTRK.8. HrFLUB UV THK OF
NKIIREHRY
on the coaching staff of the Oregon
D.
0 Aurll 20,1911. Notice
understand insurance." He said they Washlnerton.
64
Notice is hereby Riven that the agricultural college,
had conserved the funds of the order No,
of
AuthorAgriculture has. under
Secretary
bylaw, Issued Amendment 5
ity B.conferred
No Precedent for Maria.
and kept down the assessments.
to A. I. Order No 143.
of the
Mr. Stephens then welcomed the Secretary of Agriculture Regulations
"No," said the lady on the stairway,
governing the Indisinfection, certification, treatdelegates to the convention on behalf spection,
ment, handling, and method and manner of and she spoke with extreme distinctof Santa Fe camp and said that this delivery and shipment of live stock which ness, "your exouses will not be rethe subject of interstate commerce, dated ceived and filed."
"
camp appreciates greatly the honor Is
April 18, 1911, and effective on and after May
In
conferred on it by the Woodmen hold- 1. 1911. amending paragraph (a) of regulation
"But haven't you any
33 relating to tieuse of tobacco or tobacco
exclaimed
cold
Maria?"
ing their first territorial camp in San- products
heart,
your
nicotine
permitted in
ta Fe. Mr. Stephens' address was fol-- , the officialcontaining
dipping of sheep for scabies. the limp and drooping arrival.
The effect of this amendment Is to disconlowed by prolonged applause.
The clock struck two.
tinue the requirement that flowers of sul"ThU la not the United State senphur beornsed and to require tbat when toResponses Made.
tobacco
are
bacco
products
used, the dip- ate, James : Plllgrew,"
Responses to the speakers just heard ping bath (hall contain
not less
replied the
seven
than
of one per cent of nicotine. lady with extreme sarcasm.
were then made by J. D. H. Reed of
"You'll
of this amendment may be obtained
Artesia, Thomas L. Miller of Aztec, Copies
from the Chief of the Bureau of Animal In- get lust what's coming to you without
and A. L. Curley of Clovls. The next dustry, whose address is Washington, D a single tear!"
.
JAMWSWItSOM, SECRETARY OF
And hejucended the stairway
business wae appointment of commit-- O.
AGRICULTURE.

Walter Miller Retires From Saddle
and Goes Into Business in New
York Hia Career.

Walter Miller, the famous American
jockey, has decided to drop racing
and has gone Into business in New
York city. Miller considered the feasibility of becoming a trainer and decided against the scheme because he
does not think the condition of racing
today would justify htm in devoting
his time to such a pursuit.
Miller has the wherewithal to finance a good business enterprlre and
he has taken his brother as a part-

'

ner.

He was never a roystering spendoff the race track. Unlike most
of the successful jockeys of his time.
Miller did not come from either Canada or the west. He is a New Yorker,
born and bred a product of the upper
East side.
Miller began riding when only a
mite of a boy and became successful.
His first Important engagement was
with the Newcastle stable and under
the guidance of Thomas Welsh. Ho
was the leading jockey of 1906 and
1907. In the former year he won 388
races and In the latter 334.
From one end of the country to the
other Miller has ridden race horses
and everywhere he is popular because
he was always polite, obliging and
honest It has been said of Jimmy
McLaughlin and George Odom that
the breath of Bcandal was never raised
against them. The same may be said
of Walter Miller.
This young man went abroad a
couple of seasons back because increasing weight made it impossible
for him to find employment in this
country. They ride heavier on the
other side than they do in this country. He was as successful in Europe
as he had been at home, but nature
did not give him much of a chance.
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FOR SALE Household goods and
Galisteo street.
furnishings at 301
2

Call

at any time.

FOR RENT S room, brick modern
house, large yard, fine location, 22S
Agua Fria St. J. W. Dudrow.

To

or three nicely furWANTED
nished rooms for housekeeping. Must,
be nice. Address A 12, care New
Mexican.
,
STOLEN Large
STRAYED OR
blaqk mare, branded "II. C," wart in
right ear, about 1,200 pounds. Liberal reward.
Address, Box 177, Santa
F. N. M.

TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platpnB furnished. Ribbons and sup
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes bandied.
AU

roair work and typewriters

guar-antet-- d.

Santa Fe Typewriter
Phone 231.

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
MASONIC.
Montezuma
No. 1, A. F.

Lodge
& A. M.

communi-

Regular

cation first Monday
of each month at
"
Masonic - Hall
at
7.30.

H. H. DORMAN,

Master
CHAS.

E. LIXXEY,

Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter So.
Regular

convocation second
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
JOHN H. WALKER,
H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAX, Secretary.

Jack Coombs, Pitcher.
One of the best pitchers in the
American league is Jack Coombs of
the Athletics.
He has a drop ball
which has repeatedly fooled the best
batters in the American league and
his efforts helped the Athletics in a
large measure to win the American
league pennant and the world's championship. Coombs is another college
man who has made good in baseball.
He is a graduate of Colby college and
has been in the big leagues since 1906,
when he joined the Athletics. In bis

jpom
Qossl

The best weather of all is baseball
weather.
Dust and rust are surreptitiously
being removed from many a golf club.
Wrestling promoters are speaking
of the "present high level of the
sport."
There is no use talking, this Bodie
lad with the White Sox has his eye
on the ball.
Professor Lowell says that It never
rains on Mars.' Then they miss the
!
Joy of
Joe Jackson, the new outfielder
Bigned by the Cleveland Naps, has a
bat be turned himself.
It's to the minors for Ginger Beaumont or quit baseball. Every National league team waived on Clarence.
It is said that Jimmy Coftroth is
going to match Knockout Brown, New
York lightweight, and Ad Wolgast
over the twenty-roun- d
route.
Charles Comlskey, owner of tbe
Chicago American league team, announced the other day that he had
double-headers-

.

DE

0R0 RETAINS

POOL TITLE

very first year Coombs established a
record for himself when he pitched a
game against Boston.
twenty-four-lnnln-

Regatta on Patapsco.
Plans are under way to form a
southern amateur rowing association
of oarsmen from clubs located in
Washington, D. C, Virginia and Mary,
land and the national association will
be asked to sanction a regatta on the
Patapsco river, Baltimore, Aug. 5.

closed a deal whereby Mineral Wells,
Tex., will be the permanent training
grounds for his team.
Addle Joss will not play with Cleveland this year, nor with any other
baseball team. He has undergone an
operation on his salary wing.
The Hanalel Yacht and Boat club of
Honolulu will Join the Pacific Associa
tion of Amateur Oarsmen whose
headquarters are in San Francisco.
England has lost a good athlete
through the departure of E. H. Montague for South Nigeria, winner of
the 1907 quarter-milchampionship
and holder of the British record of
1 minute 11 seconds for 800 yards.
The wrestling matches at the Olympic games In Stockhold next year will
be according to the
style, instead of
Baseball teams which boast most
loudly of championship pretensions
seem rather bashful when it comes to
entering championship tournaments.
England, who lost the annual rugby
football game to Ireland, won the soccer international from Ireland, 2 goals
to 1, at Derby. The Saxons have now
e

Greco-Roma-

won

twenty-si- x

n

Santa Fe Comrnandery
No. 1, K. T. Regular
conclave fourth Monday in each month at
Masouic Hall at 7:30
p. m.
CHAS. A. WHEELON, E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Kecorder.

Santa Fe Lodge of
Perfection No. 1, 14th
degree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on
the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening In
He took a quick growing streak and Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
To- Visiting Scotlsh Rite Masons are corcould not get below 116 pounds.
dially invited to attend.
150
Miller
weighs
pounds.
day
S. SPITZ, 31

Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
Secretary.
American Golfer Announces Intention
of Going of Scotland to ComB. P. O. E.
pete for English Title.
Santa Fe Lodge No.
460, B. P. O. E. holds
Another American golfer is going
its regular session on
abroad. The latest one to announce
the second and fourth
his intention of trying his skill on the
of each
Wednesday
other side of the Atlantic is Charles
month. Visiting broth(Chick) Evans of the Edgewood Golf
ers are invited and
club of Chicago, holder of the westwelcome.
ern open title. Evans plans to comA. J. FISCHER,
pete In the British amateur champion- D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler,
EVANS

PLANS TRIP

ABROAD

I

Secretary.

matches, while Ireland

has yet to secure a victory.
The Wisconsin university baseball
team will clash with the Waseda, Japanese, university team, which will
tour America, on May 29 and 30, according to a tentative acceptance of
these dates by the athletic management at Madison.
BELMONT

Independent Order of Beavers.
Santa Fe Dam No. 80, I. O. B. holds
Its regular session at 8 p. m. Meetings
first and third Friday. Visiting Broth
ers are always welcome.
EDWARD C. BURKE,
President

CLINGS TO RACING
C.

Successfully Defend Claim to Championship of World by Defeat
Ing Thomas Hueston.

Eastern Turfman 8igns Jockey Eddie
Dugan for Coming Season Indication of Optimistic Outlook.

Alfred De Oro successfully defended his title of pool champion of the
world by defeating Thomas Hueston
of St. Louis, 600 to 493.: The final
block opened with De Oro 70 points

As an Indication of his optimistic
outlook upon the future of racing this
season, August Belmont has again
signed Eddie Dugan as his premier
jockey and has paid him the unusual
retaining fee of $8,000 as a preliminary to his work In the saddle. Dugan is now at the winter training
quarters of the Belmont string at Garnet, S. C. His employer has about
30 racers quartered at that spot, most

.

..

.

WANTS

1, R. A. M.

"
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Alfred

De Oro.

ahead, and consistent play he ran oat
Hueston played a clever
195 points.
game in spots, and made 158 points,
but the Cuban was his master. De Oro
ran 55 consecutive points, the highest
run of the match. Hueston's highest
was 31.

J. NEIS,

Secretary.
F. W. FARMER

Homestead

No.

2879.

Brotherhood
of
American Yeomen
Second
Meets
and Fourth ThursDelgado's
days,
Hall. H. Foreman,
C. G. Richie, Cor.
Sec. Mrs. Daisy
Farmer.

of them
The major portion of the youngsters are by Rock-sanTIME TABLE ALL
the English stallion that cost
August Belmont $135,000 to import to
LOCAL TRAINS
this country. The horses are now in
charge of John Whalen, but when they
The following are the time tables
arrive east they will be split up beof the local railroads:
tween Whalen and Tom Welsh. Be
Leave
fore reaching the local tracks, the Bel8.10 a. m. connect with No S westmont string, or at least a part of it,
"Chick" Evans.
bound, No. 10 eastbound.
will take part In the meeting at Jamestown and Plmlico.
Returning arrive U Santa Fe 12:10
ships to be held on the Prestwick
links, Scotland, May 29 to June 3. p. m.
Evans is conceded to be one of the 4 p. mp connect with No. 1, westCatcher 8chmidt Is Fighter.
Charles Schmidt, Detroit American greateet golfers ever developed in this bound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30
league oatcher, made his debut as a country. As Fred Herreshoff and
p. m.
prizefighter the other night at Fort John Anderson have also announced
7:20 p. ra. conect with No. 7 and
Smith, Ark, gaining the decision over their intention of going abroad, AmerJimmy McDonald of Denver, after ten ica will be well represented In the 9 westbound; No. 4 and 8 tastbound,
rounds of hard fighting before the Ar- event
P.eturclng arriv at Santa Fe 11:19
kansas Athletic club. Schmidt had
P. m.
Savage at Amherst.
the advantage over McDonald from the
Edward Savage will coach the Amstart, flooring him four times and
D. & R. G. Ry.
forcing him to the ropes repeatedly. herst football team this year, using
Leaves 10:15 a. m. for north.
He
Yale
tactics.
last
the
year
played
178
Schmidt weighed in at
pounds and
Arrive 3: 35 P. m. from north.
with Yale, being an understudy to Coy
his opponent at 158.
the year before.
New Mexico Central Ry.

Dark Day Coming.
Pleasure.
Leave 7:30 a. m connects with No.
here's a preacher in New 34 east and 33 outh and west.
Jim,
"Say,
we
Whenever
my
quarrel
Griggs
wtfe declares she'll never speak to m fork who says men should sow, cook,
Arrive 8 p. m., with connections
rash the dishes and get their own
again.
from No. 33 east: 34 south and west
reakfast"
Briggs Mine doesn't. She couldn't
"What's the use of rubbing It in?'
forego, the satisfaction of telling me 3uess
we all know we'll have to pretr'oley Kidney Pi.is aiso take hold of
me.
of
she
what
thought
Quest of Material.
soon."
ty
your
system and help you to rid your"I wish I bad had a stenographer
self of your dragging backache, dull
when I read that manager my play,"
The Way of It.
headache, nervousness, impaired
aid the determined dramatist
Carries the Poeketbook.
I was very much cut trp
Surgeon
and all the ills resulting from
so
remarks
his
pleasant?"
Mrs. Gramercy If he married her
"Were
over the charges you made against
action of your kidneys
the
impaired
he
used
the
"No. But
profanity
tor her money they will soon separate.
me about that operation.
Remember it is Foley
and bladder.
would have made some fine dialogue
Mrs.
I
Park
don't
so.
think
Yon
as
The
much
half
weren't
Patient
For sale
for one of those modern New York eutBfAs I wasdoctpr.
way she doles It out to him It will last Kidney Pills that do this.
by all druggists.
drama.". about AXts.
Smart

Chickens.
It takes some eighteen years to grow
A "broiler" for the stage;
That also at our boarding house
Is about the broiler's age.

A Keener

eye-,-sigh- t,

jaws.

a.

J-

-
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no. 4 Andrews "Cash" no. 4
GROCERY

and BAKERY

Santa Fe, X. M., May 3.
The weather for New Mexico
tonight and Thursday not much
change in temperature.

j

j
i

Fresh Vegetables
BAKERY

Everything first class

6

11KLS.

Call the Capital City Dairy, phone
Black 1SS, when in need of milk and
cream. Surplus always on hand,
Two Trains The
WillDiscontinue
lloek Island will discontinue for the
Nos. 33 and lit
summer, trains
through New Mexico.
Smallpox at El Paso Manuel Es-- !
carzaga Was taken "to the El Paso,
Texas, nest house this week, beinc
llll Blliau J'V.
White Slaver Released on Bond
Ruth Schofield of Las Cruces arrest- ed for violating
the federal white
slave law, has been released under
$2(10 bond.
Frost in Mesilla Valley Frost on
Sunday night in the Mesilla valley

j

DEPARTMENT

loaves

of bread

X
X
5i

A Hose Holder, to hold
up your
hose on the lawn, ::5 cents at GOE-- J

'

of all kinds, we are headquarters for fresh vegetables and always
have a large supply of everything the home and other markets afford.
OL'R

for 25 cents

j

.1

j

Phone

No.

L

F. Andrews

Phone No.4.

111

'

j

ok,

The Giving of Gifts

i

A HAPPY CUSTOM

SALLY

MORE UNIVEREACH YEAR
OBSERVED

C R'0:'S

,1

::

PARTICULARLY

SUITED

!

i

THE

::

OCCASION

We have EXQUISITE DESIGNS in Filigree Crosses-Go- ld
and
Silver Plain and set with turquoisefor chains, brooches,
etc. A NEW LINE OF THE LATEST IN JABOT PINS.
Our Store is Filled with Suggestions.
WORTHY

S.

damaged strawberries, early grapes,
cantaloupes and small fruit. Alfal- j fa
cutting starts this week.
Adjourned Meeting The city council met last night and adfaurned until
May 6, at the same time extending
until then the time for offering bids
for building the two bridges for the
'

FOR

YOUR BEST

had in the past four months carried today, 208 DeVargas Street. Aa inoff 20 head of catle from the Cox quest was held by Justice Alarid to
San Augustin ranch.
ascertain
Investigation disThree Scarlet Fever Cases at Las closed the fact that she had been ill
The funeral will
Cruces The daughter of Catarino with pneumonia.
Armijo at Las Cruces, has been tak- take place today from Guadalupe
en ill with scarlet fever; daughters church.
of J. E. Robinson and Dr. W. C. Field
Mew Mexicans Arrested at Juarez.
are also ill with the disease.
Charles
Browne and
Harwood
Held for Burglary-Whi- le
Jesus Townsend of Lovington, Eddy county,
Garza of El Paso, was looking for who crossed the international line at
bondsmen to release him from
a El Paso to Juarez, were yanked out
charge of carrying a concealed weap- of their cars by soldiers and taken
as rebel
Navarro
on, Diego Rosos and Julian Aguire before General
broke into his store and carried off spie3. General Navarro discharged
four sacks of flour and several cans them, as the only evidence against
them was a road map of the country
of fish.
Aguire confessed.
from Alamogordo to El Paso.
Marriage Licenses The following
marriage licenses were issued here POCLE ADMITS KILLING
.
today by Probate Clerk Armijo: Al- HIS FARMLAND.
bert S. Alvard and Josefita Abeyta
de Hernandez; Jose M. Dinas and
Monclaria Lujan; John Howard Mil- Wealthy Tiller of the Soil Must Answer for Disappearance of Other
ler and Cwendolyn Jones.
Employes.
Month of May According to the
custom of the Roman Catholic church
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
throughout the world, this month of
Fowler, Ind., May 3. John Poole, a
May is being observed with special
wealthy
farmer, in jail here accused
ceremonies
in
the
night
of the murder of his farm hand, Joseph
churches.
These ceremonies are
Kemper, whose body was found on
generally the saying of the rosary the Poole farm
yesterday, today adfollowed by benedition.
mitted killing Kemper but contendFrom 40 to 65 Degrees That was ed it was an accident. Two other farm
the range in temperature yesterday, hands who were
employed by Poole,
and the average, realtive humidity have been
missing a number of years,
was 27 per cent. The lowest temper- and
today a systematic search of the
deature (luring last night was 3
Poole farm, near here, was begun, and
grees, and at 6 a! m. today it was 42 in the excitement there are wild
degrees. Yesterday was a clear and rumors of a second Belle Gunness murpleasant day, becoming partly cloudy der farm. Elmer Poole, 18 years old,
late in the afternoon.
son of the accused man, started the
Died From Natural Causes Mrs.
investigation of Kemper's disappearuecnia sanenez, aged 65 years, was ance several weeks ago and found the
found dead in bed by Ambrosio Ortiz! body
yesterday.

j

'city.
Killed Monster Lion W. W, Cox,
the well known Dona Aha
county
lion who
rancher, killed a
d

I

FRIENDS

I

SPITZ,

Manufacturing
Jeweler.

If not try 6 pairs Holeproof for
MEN and WOMEN

guaranteed for six months

'i

T

ry firm,

'.

2

I

wtlctifecctzitmg
This is the season that most women begin to think of
touchingup "and redecorating the house. A change here
or there does much toward making things look, like new.
At this pleasant store you will find just the things you want and
always at prices you can afford to pay. We have paints, varnishes,
oils, stains, and can offer you many valuable suggestions along
this line.
Please feel perfectly free to come in and look around
whether you purchase anything or not.
Alabastine, the beautiful wall coating for interior deco
ISSr"!
rating is sold and recommended by us.
Come in.and look over the new Alabastine wall and

jjujjj.vi.aj

mi.i mat.
Sixty Years the Standard

Made from pure Grape
Cream of Tartar
No Alum No Lime Phosphates

ji

ih

mi

i

ceiling designs.

Read the Label
"AInm, sodium alum, basic aluminum sulphate,
sulphate ol aluminum, all mean the same thing
nemely, BURNT ALUM." Kansas State Board of Health.

!
MFTHOniST CONFERENCE
of the British Eastern Fleet, cabling
ASSIGNMENTS ANNOUNCED. from Hong Kong today informs the ad-

miralty that the situation at Canton

Bishop Atkins Will Come to New Mex is not serious now, the revolutionary
outbreak of last Thursday night, havico in October to Preside at
ing been crushed before the news
Tucumcari.
of the movement was received by him.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexiean)
Xashville, Tenn., May 3. Among the
conference assignments and dates announced by the college of Bishops of
the Southern Methodist church in
session here today are Bishop Hen-driDenver conference, Walsenburg,
Colorado, August 31; Mexican Border
Mission, Guadalajara, Mexico, February 8; Northwest Mexican Mission,
Tcrreon, Mex., February 22; Bishop
Atkins of New Mexico, Tucumcari,
Quay county, October 4; West Texas.
San Marcos, Texas, October 18 ; North
west Texas, Plainview, Texas, NovemBILLY PAPKE AND
SULLIVAN TO FIGHT. j ber 1, Central Texas, Polytechnic
Station, Fort Worth, Texas, November
Sih.
Mill Will Take Place in England Dur- ing Derby Week and Will Be
CHINESE REBELLION
for Twenty Rounds.
SEEMS TO BE CRUSHED.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) j
London, May 3. Hugh Mcintosh,
the Australian fight promoter, has con-- 1 British Admiral Cables That Trouble
i eluded
Was All Over Before He Renegotiations for a twenty round,
bout 'between Billy Papke, and the!
ceived News.
English middleweight champion, Jim (By Special Leased Wire til New Mexican)
Sullivan, to be fought during I)erby
London, May 3. Vice Admiral Sir
week.
Fred L. Winsloe, commander in chief
t

j

&

Supply Co.

j

i

Wholesale and Retail

STEEL TRUST BONDS
ARE NOT TAINTED.
At Least Switzerland Accepts $130,-00- 0
Worth From Carnegie for
Swiss Hero Fund.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Berne, Switzerland, May 3. The

government has accepted $130,000 in
the form of United States steel bonds
from Audrew Carnegie for the purpose of establishing a Swiss hero
fund.

MANAGER OF CLEVELAND
AMERICAN TEAM RESIGNS.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Cleveland, Ohio, May 3. James T..
McGuire, manager of the Cleveland
American League baseball club, resigned today. He will remain with
the club as scout.
George Stoval.
Captain and first .baseman of team,
will take charge of it until a new
manager is selected. McGuire has
long been noted as a big league

ft

n

Can't Make

Don't Pay Fof a Name

1
S.

A Woman's Shoe Fit
Shoe with a fancy, copyrighted name
can't fit a foot any better or fit any more
feet than if it were onlr known by the
A

5
'

good old English word of "Shoe."

it

Many women buy Shoes that don't-fit- for the sake of wearing a Shoe with a
fancy name.

There's Nothing In It
'

OUR SHOES at $2.50, $3.00, $3.50 or
$4 0
Possess all the beauty, grace,

'

'

.

'

We , ve a size, width and shape for
every woman's foot, and we say: Bring
back your shoes, if they disappoint you
in any way.

Ml
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.

f

;
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NATHAN SALMON,

V

catcher.

THE BIG; STORE
A Name

J

"I am entirely opposed to the use ol alum In
Baking Powders." Prof. Chandler. Columbia Univ.

Were All Asleep When
Flames Broke Out and Their
Escape Was Cut Off.
(By Special Leased TIre to New Mexican)
An
New York, May 3.
ironing
board .placed between the roofs of
two buildings saved the lives of fifty
persons who were trapped at an apartment house, fire in uptown New Yorlc
today. The tenants were all asleep
when the fire was discovered at the
foot of the main stairs. Their escape
was cut off but a woman from an upper floor, carried her ironing board to
the roof and placed it across the narrow gap between tte apartment house
A few
and the adjoining building.
minutes after the last person had
crossed to safety, the flames burst
through the roof.

BJ

Santa7 Fe Hardware
u.

CREAM

Tenants

ARE YOUR HOSE INSURED?

it

N

IRONING BOARD SAVES
FIFTY LIVES FROM FIRE.

&uppue&
T

For making quickly and perfectly, delicious hot biscuits,
hot breads, cake and pastry
there is no substitute for

"

'

.

'

"

